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SUWARY 

Analytical-techniques are developed for deriving approximate 
solutions to a class of problems that arise in nonlinear flight 
mechanics typically when an aeroplane is flying close to a stability 
boundary. The techniques are based on pertoz-bation methods and the 
method of multiple scales is used to correct for_nonuriformities 
otherwise present in the asymptotic expai!,. 3ions. Applications are 
mainly concerned with the lateral dynamics of slender aircraft flying 
at high incidence. Approximations are derived for both linear and 
nonlinear lateral motions that serve to illustrate the importance of 
particular parameters in the problem. For the linear theory the 
approximations are achieved by reducing the fourth order system to two. 
weakly coupled second order systems. The nonlinear theory is mainly 
concerned with the effect of aerodynamic nonlinearity on the lateral 
oscillation when the latter has marginal stability or instability, as 
predicted by the linear theory. 

The analytic approximations are extended for use in the problem 
of estimating damping moments on aircraft in oscillatory motion. For 
this purpose approximations are constructed for the logarithmic 
decrement of a nonlinear oscillation that can be used to fit experimental 
measurements. Some thoughtis given to-the issue of memory effects in the 
representation of aerodynamic forces and moments. 
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CHAPTER 1- GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

The dynamic behaviour of a rigid aeroplane in flight is. 
characterised by the interaction of the resultant aerodynamic, 
gravitational and inertial forces and moments-acting on and about the 
vehicle's centre of gravity. A mathematical representation of these 
three contributions can always be linearised a uut some reference 
condition and the nature of free or stimulated 'shall' motions relative 
to this reference condition determined by solving the linearised 
equations of motion. The results of this linear model have provided and 
will continue to provide the bulk of the information required on an 
aircraft's stabilit-r and control characteristics. However, there are a 
number of flight situations where the linear analysis fails to predict 
or explain aircraft behaviour for the simple reason that linearisation 
is not valid. Examples are. numerous and include the stall, spin and 
spin entry, wing rocking, deep stalling, roll coupling and control 
surface buzz. Such motions can generally be associated with the aero- 
dynamic gravitational or inertial forces and moments having a nonlinear 
dependar on the motion they generate and hence can only be fully 
explained by solving the-resultant-nonlinear equations of motion. 

Now-the nonlinear problems of flight mechanics are not generally. 
amenable to exact analytic techniques and there'is therefore a require- 
ment for the development of sound approximations that can be justified 
for a number of reasons. One important reason is that the range of 
validity of a linear theory can be readily established if a nonlinear 
theory is also available. Another is that an analytic approximation is 
more suitable for a parametric study of a problem than are numerical 
solutions. Of great significance is the effect of any nonlinearities on 
the stability characteristics of an aircraft, particularly when the linear 
theory predicts marginal stability or instability. In such situations 
the nonlinear terms in the equations of. motion can have a profound effect 
on even small motions about the equilibrium flight condition. As will be 
shown in this thesis, approximate analytic solutions are capable of 
revealing these effects. 

The amount of published material on nonlinear probleLs in flight 
mechanics is quite small which must reflect, surprisingly, the require- 
ments of the aircraft designers. We mention here only a few of these 
works. In the early fifties Sternfield (RE'. 1.1 ) examined the effect of 
nonlinearities in the yawing derivatives with a view to explaining the 
lateral 'snaking' motions experienced on some aircraft at that time. 
Later Rhoads- and Schuler made an extensive study of the rolling. pull out 
manoeuver, summarised in(RE . 1.2ý, comparing results from various 
approximations and identifying simple models for certain types of 
behaviour. The roll coupling problem, in which inertial nonlinearities 
play an important roll, has been gi4ren serious attention over the. years. 
A discussion of this problem can be found in(REF. 1.3), where the authors 
extend previous work using a perturbation method to include the effects 
of gravity and control variations. Another nonlinear problem that has 
been investigated in some depth is the deep stall phenomenon where the 
nonlinear aerodynamic pitching moment causes the trouble (REF. 1.4,1.5). 
Approximate analytic solutions for the lateral oscillations of slender 
aircraft at high angle of attack (a problem discussed in this thesis) are 
developed in (R F'. 1.61 
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Undoubtedly, one of the main reasons for the relative . 
scarcity of nonlinear aircraft motion studies in the. literature is. the 
somewhat more complex mathematical technique required to solve these. 
problems. Aircraft stability and control engineers are often sagacious 
individuals who steer clear of 'heavy' mathematics through a lack of 
familiarity. However, the extreme flight conditions in which some craft 
operate, such as re-entry vehicles and high' performance fixed wing and 
rotary wing military aircraft, necessitate the use of more sophisticated 
theoretical techniques in the early design stage. Unfortunately, 
'practical' mathematical methods for nonlinear systems are also scarce 
and unavoidably of an approximate nature, leading to nonunique answers, 
a situation which can often replace simple ignorance with confusion. 

An analytic approximate technique, which has probably found 
more applications in the physical sciences than any other, is the small 
parameter perturbation method. Basically, one starts with a problem with 
a known solution and tries to find the solution of similar problem, 
differing from the known one by only a small amount, by expressing the 
solution as an asymptotic expansion in a small parameter that 
characterises this difference. The expansion scheme is based on an order 
of magnitude analysis and thus has an intrinsically rational flavour and 
allows improvements to be made systematically by including higher order 
successive approximations. It is sometimes said that the mark of a good 
approximate method is that it works well where it isn't supposed to; at 
least in a perturbation method it is clear where the aDproximätion isn't 
supposed to work well. The perturbation method is clearly well suited 
to problems in which the nonlinearities are in some sense small so that 
the nonlinear problem can be treated as a perturbation of a linear 
problem. This thesis is concerned with the application of perturbation 
methods to aircraft stability problems where the linear theory predicts 
that the aircraft is flying close to a stability boundary; the main 
substance is contained in the following four chapters. 

Chapter two introduces the mathematical techniques used 
extensively in the thesis. After defining the basic problem, second 
order systems are investigated in some detail. It is shown that a 
straightforward perturbation scheme breaks. down and the source of the 
nonuniformity is revealed; uniformly valid solutions are constructed 
using the method of multiple scales. The techniques are then extended 
to fourth order problems characteristic of the nonlinear problems of 
flight mechanics. 

In Chapter three approximations are derived for the lateral 
modes of motion of aircraft within the framework of the linear theory in 
order to Clean an understanding of the important aspects of this linear 
problem. The main emphasis is on constructing approximations for the 
modes of slender configurations at-high incidence where stability problems 
might be expected. For more conventional configurations a different set 
of approximations Ore required to reveal the classical spiral, dutch roll 
and roll modes. 
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The techniques developed in Chapter 2 are applied in Chapter 
4 to the lateral motion of slender aircraft at high incidence with 
aerodynamic nonlinearity. In particular, when an aircraft is flying 
close to the oscillatory stability' boundary, the analysis reveals how 
the stability characteristics can be si;; nificantly changed by only a 
small amount of nonlinearity. The effect of the longitudinal short 
period response on this notion is also investigated. 

Finally, Chapter 5 deals with some aspects of the representa- 
tion and estimation of aerodynamic forces and moments when nonlinear 
effects are present. It is shown here how the logarithmic decrement 
concept can be extended to nonlinear oscillations and used to estimate 
damping parameters. A review of techniques for, and the author's views 
on, the. representation of aerodynamic forces, when memory effects are 
apparent, is also included in this chapter. 

The general discussion in Chapter 6 completes the thesis. 
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CHAPTER 2- P'IATJ[EMATICAL PRELIMINARIES 

In order to provide a framework for the approximation schemes 
used extensively in the later chapters of this thesis, it is appropriate 
to introduce and develop, in this chapter, some important mathematical 
concepts and results. For the most part the techniques outlined are 
applicable to weakly nonlinear autonomous s;;: tPms and are based on 
perturbation methods and the attendant techniques of asymptotic expansions. 
Under certain conditions it will be shown that the methods can be 
extended to 'strongly' nonlinear autonomous systems. The meaning of the 
terms weakly and strongly will become clearer in what follows. It should 
be pointed out at this stage that the author relies heavily on heuristic 
arguments in the development of some of the results, the rigorous proofs 
being either too involved to warrant inclusion or plainly non-existent. 
In the former situation appropriate references will, of course, be given 
when necessary. 

The problems discussed in detail in Chapters 3 and 4 are 
distinguished by the following characteristics. 

2.1 Statement of the Problem 

A nonlinear autonomous system, the solution of which depends 
on parameters ) and E, is described by the differential equation, 

-A (-ý) 1, =. 7- ý(xýý .1 ; r, ) 
Where %. (E; Id , S, ) is an -vector containing the components 
of the state of the system; ACy) is an Cax n) L -invariant 
matrix; 5 ()S 

, l1 ; j) is a nonlinear. function of XC&, y; F) ,. 
continuous and analytic in ' and satisfying the nonlinearity 
condition. (REP. 2.1 p. 132). 

rm - (2.2) 

is a 'small' parameter not necessarily having physical significance. 
Suppose that at some value of 1) j say ');, , the unique linear part 
of (2.1) when E=Q, exhibits a periodic solution ýc F (E 

, 
yr; 0). 

At this condition 
a (ýF)' is referred to as critical. It is then 

appropriate to ask the following questions for V- 0 

Q. 1. For small non-zero values of V, are there any periodic 
solutions of (2.1) that bifurcate or branch off the linear solution 
and if so how do we approach determining these solution curves and ones 
nearby2 
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Q. 2. How is the geometry of the state space modified close to the 
equilibrium point (t ;vO As will be shown this last 
question is intimately connected with the stability characteristics of 
the zero and periodic solution of (2.1) when .t0. 

(Note that when A (v) is critical the linear part of the system i: no longer 
responsible for the stability of, the equilibrium). 

Using a perturbation method we can develop quantitative 
answers to these questions in an approximate form, although the 
systematic nature of the perturbation method allows us to increase the 
order of accuracy without limit. 

The condition that 1\ (ý) ;. 
) is critical is crucial to the 

resolution-of these questions. Any attempt to generate an approximate 
solution of (2.1), at '3 VF, via a straight forward asymptotic 
expansion in powers of will fail due to the presence of so 
called secular terms in the higher order approximations. These 
unbounded terms can be corrected for, in the search for periodic 
solutions, by noting that the frequency of the solution depends on the 
amplitude and thus requires, itself, an asymptotic expansion form. It 
is in the elimination of these secular terms that we obtain the 
conditions necessary for periodic solutions to exist. 

Before proceeding to answer Q. 1. and Q. 2. above in some detail 
it is useful to pose a further question at this stage. 

Q. 3. Can we continue a solution, obtained for £#O, as a. 
function of V, for small variations in ) about %) = -d -c , 
so as to include the areas in which the linear approximation predicts 
asymptotic stability (REF. 2.1 p. 130) and instability: The answer to 
this question would indicate whether the instability is mild (stability 
boundary safe) or catastrophic (stability boundary dangerous) and will 
be sought after by transforming (2.1) into an equivalent though somewhat 
artificial system. 

problems. 
We begin by relating those ideas to some familiar second order 

2.2.. Periodic Solutions for Second Order Systems 

Later on in this section we will generalise some of the 
results obtained but to begin with we examine a particular example. 
Consider the autonomous equation, 

2) -{' c1 9 -t' £c3j0 (2-3) 
ý1 

where y(bl = o- y ýýý =Q. A dot above a quantity denotes 
differentiation with respect to time, tE is adummy small 
parameter; in actuality the combinations £ in e£hi, t- C-3 are 
to be regarded as'sm ll since in the final analysis the physical 
parameters Inr- 

, 
tip. 

, Ca will be free' and 12 fixed. To expose the 
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origin of the non-uniformity in a straightforward expansion of the 

solutiön of (2.3) in powers of S we begin by setting, 

4 (t i) = ', (E -t- v- i, c ýý -t E2.9z«14 0 (E, 3) (2.4) 

Substituting (2.4) into (2.3) and equating coefficients-of ' we 
obtain to 0 (ZZ) 

.. 

Cl tý ý=O 
(2.5a) 

o U) y, 
-A- Cl (3 

%_-f. Al a -E- 
ht ') J&- 

(3 Jo (2-5b) 

From (2.5a) we can write, 

yoýý% cLo COS OC We C, ý' 
(2.6) 

and hence, (2.5b) becomes, 

z Y, + 0-1 y, ^ Wa ( ýc +II ao ) Cio Sin Oct 
4 

33 
-' ý_ C? Qa costocL +, ý at (IJohiFin3tacE -C3 CcS3WcL) (2.7) 

The presence of terms in Sari we l .. e oS coe l' on the right side of 
(2.7) will give rise to terms of the form. CS in rae c, & cos we e 
in the general solution of y, Cfrl 

. These secular terms are the 
source of the non-uniformity in the expansion since they grow unbounded 
with time. The expansion is of no practical use for large time since 

£ y, C t) soon _ 
dominates Lfo C E) and a similar behaviour is to be 

expected for Lýj C E) ' typ C fr) etc. 
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If we restrict our search to periodic solutions of (2.3) we. 
can make more progress. In particular we wish to determine those.. 
periodic solutions for 0 that bifurcate from the solution 

C-05 woe . In general we must expect that the frequency will 
depend on £ and we incorporate this. variation into the problem by 
introducing a new time scale , so that, 

CL ab 
(2.8) 

The dependence of the frequency on F, can then be expressed in the 
expansion, 

J'ý 
!. ý? o "}- ¬Wý + 0Cs') (2.9) 

dU 

Using (2.8), (2.9), (2.3) can be transformed to, 

i+? cZ 9" -+- £(2. wo Wr -'WJ2) 9 Ir 
-ý- 

3 
-f-E 

(hot (wo r-C: 3 ?1 

Where a prime denotes differentiation with-respect to 'Z 
now in a position to expand yC7; E) in the form, 

0 (E 

(2.10) 

We are 

(2.11) 

Once again we substitute (2.11) into (2.10), equate coefficients of 
and obtain to 0C) 

Oü) "Wo Lvo 11 
+ C, L, =0 (2.12a) 

oý ý wo y, ý+ C. y1 w -2wc o, 3c`ý- wýrhýtýýyý, Zýyt - L3 yý3 (2.12b) 
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Since we are seeking periodic solution of (2.10) we must take a 
different approach to solving (2.12). The problem is now, strictly 
speaking, of the nature of a boundary value problem since we are going 
to force every to repeat itself every Zir . The 
initial values must be regarded as unknowns and will in general be 
shared by, to increasingly higher order, the functions qc) 

The solution of (2.12a) can be written as, 

Lit (7) ac chi -? (2.13) 

Hence (2.12b) takes the form, 

1 11 
Wo Y, 

- ijoac ( hc. ! A, as") sin2- +Qo (woh, 5tä3-Z-C3tcs3? ) (2.14) 
µ 

Now the function y, (, 2) can only be periodic if the right side of 
(2.14 is free from terms in COST and 5tn . This condition 
requires that the following bifurcation equations are satisfied, 

zwew, -- 
4 Ciao =0 (2.15) 

0 (2.16) 

The outcome is that the periodicity conditions (2.15) and (2.16) for the 
function 9,641) predict the amplitude and frequency correction of the. 
zeroth order solution Y4 (7) . Hence, 

Ito 
_- 

fit- b"/4 
;- 

(2.17) 

!. alt - c3 QcZ (2.18) 
8wß 
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A similar procedure is adopted with the right side of the second order 
perturbation equation in Y-1 (7) , to determine C( and OL 
In the phase plane Cy, yt') the zeroth order solution appears as a 
generating circle for the exact oval periodic solution, 1he. orbital 
stability (REP. 2.1, p. 130) of this particular solution can be 
indicated using the Poincare Method of sections (REF. 2.1 p. 218) and 
reduces to, 

ho .o ýý >o orbital stability 

hc 50 , 1-, <o orbital instability 

The results obtained are seen to go a long way in providing answers to 
Q. 1. and Q. 2. in Section 2.1. We now focus our attention on the 
initial value problew for trajectories in the vicinity of the periodic 
solution of (2.3). 

2.3 The Method of Multiple Scales 

In tackling the initial value problem we employ a technique 
known as the method of multiple scales; in fact the two time scale 
version. To prepare the ground for the method we make two important 
observations concerning the analysis in section (2.2). The use of a 
straightforward expansion predicted a non-uniformity in. the solution 
that manifested itself for b=0 ("/D; the non-uniformity appeared 
in F _y, 

through the presence of terms in St: . This suggests 
that depends explicitly on and EI as well as, perhaps, 

F" E, tE 
,-. ". The time scale S is, for small .a, much 

slower than t and it is not unreasonable to imagine that any slowly 
varying function of 1 will actually depend on Et . Trajectories 
close to a periodic solution of (2.3) should, for small Edo and E ha- 
be slowly varying functions of E. By imbedding the scale ct in 
the problem of determining periodic solutions, it may be possible to 
approximate nearby trajections. This is the procedure we are going to 
adopt. The method of multiple scales was, it seems, first discovered by 
Kuzmak (iEF. 2.2) but a good, up to date, description of the various 
techniques involved can be found in the book by Nayfeh-(REF. 2.3). 

We begin by redefining the function 
two time scales and 2' , so that, -- 

tyCt; E) = Z('ý, ; fj 

ylt; f1 as a function of 

(2.19) 

and 
d' () 

-{ C (2.20) 
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where we write, 

d7_W 
clY)± E cý; ý (t1 +0 (E z) and 

clr 
_Et (2.21) 

In (2.19) the variables 'ý -and r are to be regarded formally as 
indepenä nt so that (2.20) becomes'a partial differential operator. 
To 0 (£L) (2.3) can therefore be written, 

No' z+C: X. C) 
2Z 

, +. 

3t 

C 4- 2. 

We proceed as before by expanding as an asymptotic 
sequence in E, 

+£zýfý, j -f- 01 2) 

The zeroth and first order perturbation equationsthus become, 

0(º) Wö 3 zo + e, zo 

O(c) W02 Ü. t, 
+cX, 

O 

- ZWC 
ý zc 

-2wci; i 
ýz- 

ý7ci äff= 
' 

--- We Rc -+-ý)t Xc2ý CýZc .. C3 xc3 

_ 
aý 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

Since the variable 'V does not appear in the differential operator 
of (2.24) and (2.25) the solutions to those equations can be written as 
though they were ordinary differential equations in. 7 with all 
integration constants now becoming, functions of 
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The solution of (2.24) is therefore, 

; zo (ý, ý) - at (v) 'C"OS '(2.26) 

The functions ac(t) and 0; [C) are determined by requiring that 
7-, C-7,, ) be periodic in ' with period ; -T' 9' As before, this 

condition amounts to setting to zero the terms in cc$ 7 and srr, on 
the right side of (2.25). The two conditions can be written as, 

2Lao+I ac -f- -! 
At, ac 

2=o. (2.27) 

3 Ci acZ (2.28) 
ýwc 

The solution to (2.27) takes the form, 

ac Lr) _e (2.29) 
L j1L hGi ýi 

The form of Gi)&r) given by (2.28) enables us to express the scale 
in terms of real time 1 through the relation (2.21). Hence, upon 
integrating 04 C2')1 we obtain, 

3C3 ýcýý ki CKa 
- ý. e, 

ýýic (2-30) 

The quantitiesz and are constants of integration and can be 
chosen to satisfy liven initial conditions. Note that even for zero 
initial velocity we require that 0 at 1 
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Prom (2.27) the limiting value of (j fr) as f --ý can 
easily be obtained and agrees with (2.17), i. e. 

-A. Uc Cr) r. Cceý 4 
--I! Qo hZ 

(2.31) 

The stability of the periodic orbit obtained can be determined from 
(2.27) by constructing the equation of first variation about the point 

ao _ a, ` . Thus, setting 

Qe ýzý 
- acs -t- S CLo Ct) 2.32) 

(2.27) can be written, 

L" 
-4- 

1 (h& 
-t- 

3ý2. Gzi-2 ) öaý 
-o (2.33) 

Using (2.31) we can therefore conclude that trajectories will spiral in 
or out toward Q. if 1 ZO and away from Q&, L if 4z. '->0 . These 
conclusions are consistent with the orbital stability characteristics 
predicted in section (2.2). 

The techniques outlined above can readily be extended to the 
more general equation, 

40 (2.34) 

Where the function ý(b, j; z) is continuous in each of its arguments. 
In this case it can be shown that the bifurcation. equationsl with 
imbedded slow time scale L becomes, 

UQp 'L 
rl (Ao, os? )-v3c gcsun7 o) Sin? A-ý ý (ac) (2-35) 

l 

6 
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z,. 

c)i(v) = aTf'4 
cwc 

s 

Lac QC Sin4j 0, COST 
(2.36) 

The orbital stability of the periodic solutions of (2,34), approximated 
by the real roots of. the equation l, 4. ) =o, say a,: j- l,, t .... , 
will be reflected in the sign of the function cý /a evaluated 

at (Joe, iz1,2 ... . Thus if (d /dcif )Qo_Qti -C 0 we have orbital 

stability and if (a / cI >0 we have orbital 
instability. If (a /d ao' ý Co at ac = Gc , then ac. can no 
longer be regarded as an approximation to a periodic solution of (2.34) 

since in this case the equation of first variation of (2.35) with 
respect to (to. becomes degenerate (='. 2.1 p. 216). 

Fig. 2.1 shows a comparison between the approximate solution 
represented by (2.26), (2.29 and (2.30) and a numerical solution using 
Nerson's method. The amplitude envelope is predicted fairly. well; the 
browth of the limit cycle is accompanied by an ever increasing phase 
shift between approximate and numerical solution. 

In Chapter 5 we shall return to the type of approximation 
outlined above to examine its usefulness in predicting system 
characteristics. 

2.4 Strongly nonlinear Second Order Systems 

In special circumstances we can generate useful zeroth order 
approximations to the more general equation, 

4+ c(t) -ir E(9 ,' ; E). _ a (2.37) 

With CC y) a general nonlinear function of y such that when t =o 
2.37 admits a mown periodic solution. An approximate solution of 
2.37) expressed as a asymptotic expansion in was, it appears, 

first analysed by Kuzmak (REP. 2.2) who also seems to be the first author 
to exploit the idea of two time scales. The procedure follows in much 
the same manner as when C(4) was a linear function i. e. the 
introduction of two time scales, ' and t; the definition of the 
function Z (7, r; r- ) and the asymptotic expansion of z t-l, r; r) 
and cl-'/, k t in powers of £; un to the point where the zeroth and 
first order equations are set down the analysis is the same. These can 
be written, 
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0(0) Wal f' tc (z, ) -02.38) 

w; j y, 
. +. 

a ccz z lý2. W 
äzu 

+ =-£ Wi 
2 OX 

ýx=zý 

äZ 

OýE) ý{- 2. tJc U Yo -ý- 
ýýý 07ý -{- 

(t (zo 
, 

We cýzo ;' oý 2.39) 

For 1(, 7r ) to be periodic in `'l with the same period as Z 17,1') 
bifurcation equations can still be set down, but the argument's are of a 
more general character than the elimination of secular terms as in (2.25), 
(2.27) and (2.28). The conditions are applicable to constant or 
periodic, systems and can be stated (REP. 2.4 p"359) as applicable to 
(2.39) as follows.. If the adjoint homogeneous form of (2.39) admits 
one or more periodic solutions, then the solution of the 
inhomogeneous equation will be similarly periodic if, and only if, the 
inhomogeneous term is orthogonal to every periodic solution'of the 
adjoint homogeneous equation i. e. the integral of the product of the two 
functions, integrated over the period, vanishes. Now an obvious 
periodic solution to the homogeneous form of (2.39) (Note that the 
differential operator is self-adjoint) is the function ()L--/ d and 
hence a bifurcation equation for the zeroth order amplitude reads, 

2 wö k;, 
ýt- Wo 

ýýx0 
4- 

LG ýxi, 
+ý (%c iVc ýLit, e 0) 

. aý = aas ýý ý ý7 1 

_0 (2.40) 

Noting that the first term in the integral in (2.40) vanishes for 
periodic 2'o (7 

, 2') , the bifurcation equation can be written in the 
simpler form, 
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iý 

C 
-- - 

a. 

.. 
tx1 

ad 

L 

(2.41) can be written in the equivalent form, 

}:: t ýý Cam)) - -. 
äý 1 

(2.41) 

(2.42) 

where the integrals in (2.41) are replaced by the functions (A. ) 

and $. (A o)= where At. C-' is the amplitude of the- 
oscillation; (2.42)_can be replaced by, 

a ýo ̀ - qýý (2.43) 

With the functions ( A) and C� L1 
.) 

known explicitly the 
equation (2.43) will, in general, only yield solution by quadrature 
methods, and the solution will then be of the form t= (A, ) 
To demonstrate the more general technique we examine (2.3) again but 
with C3 no longer regarded as small. 

3 

=0 (2.44) 

The zeroth order solution can be written in terms of the Jacobian 
Elliptic functions C º, t? , t... ) s 

Sº, (7 
, µ) , 

1),, (7 
, N) etc. with 

period l. {- K (N) where Y. (N) is the complete elliptic integral of 
the first kind. (REF. 2.5 App. 1). For the case C, -> o C3 >o the 
appropriate solution for p<N{ is given by, 

C7 (2.45) 
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and, 

2t2 
li c. 

2 Z cl 

c- t-t-G; ýa2 
(2.46) 

The derivative $zo /3'? is then given by 

3z-/ä-K. (i) 2>. 
1(ý (2.47) 

The various inteý, *rals involved in determining the functions )(AL) and 
eý (AJ can be extracted from tables (REF. 2.6 pp. 211-212), giving, 

(Acý We 
ýCý 

( 
Jcl- i, 

( 
ý) i- (t- ý1c) 1ý 1 ýý 

3Z 
N N. 2.48) 

ý8 

( A. c) - \a eck') . t. 
IS N ý4 

e7 (Pot-t-1--f.. 
lo'- )E(Nj. ) (2.49) 

Where E (Nb) is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind,, 

The derivative M %a Ao 
can be readily obtained and simplifies-to 

4 Väaý _- Q" 1, k(1., ") (2.50) 
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using (2-48), (2.49 and (2.50), the bifurcation equation 
with embedded slow time scale Z" , 

(2.43), can be written in the 
form. 

tlAo 
- Qc ýle 

2 a1-1i .+ (1-N,; 2) + dý 3ýGý k 

Pi )E t"c (ºio) 2.51 

ýosNa 

2Z 

for z. < t we can expand E(V-. ' and (r) in powers of N 
(REF. 2.6 p. 297) and hence deduce the limiting result as Wo 
Hence we obtain, 

ra- ( Ao) = -ýO Ab - ß, I. L3 

This result is see to agree with the result obtained when 2 C-3 is 
small (Cff. (2.27)). 

Writing, 

C3 ho 2. 

Eqn. (2.51) can be expressed in the alternative form for quadrature. 

hod 
=d (2.52 

Y(") 

where 

Y" (Y ý) 
_ 

ý! (1-rY) S ý2'ýýýý, ) E t- tl-Ný2) + 

-ý- 
a13 (y) (i_Nr, I)(Nz-z1ý-ý(Ný -NýZ)k (2.53) 
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For -0_1 the approximate function is plotted with V in 
Fig. 2.2, together with the function tY, ý) . Some numerical 
results are shown for comparison which are extremely good. Note that 
the limit cycle is predicted at the second singularity in the function 

/ r, (y, )L ): We will return to demonstrate an important use of the 
foregoing approximation in Chapter 5. 

Before progressing to a discussion of fourth order systems it 
is. appropriate at this stage to briefly review the enormous quantity of 
past'effort with regard to second order equations. For weakly non- 
linear equations the results obtained in section 2.3, utilising the two 
time scale method, could have. been obtained by a method known as the 
averaging method of Krylov and Bogaliubov (REF. 2.3 p. 165). In Ref. 2.3 
Nayfeh endeavours to show the equivalence of the various techniques for 
obtaining uniformly valid approximations to this type-of equation. The 
present author feels that, because of the systematic and rational 
nature of the perturbation method, where possible such a method of 
successive approximations, based on a well defined ordering-scheme, 
should be, favoured. For strongly nonlinear equations, such as those 
discussed in (2.4), the situation, "not surprisingly, is very sparse 
with regard to available results. The early work of Kuzmak (REF. 2.2) 
still remains one of the few systematic approaches to the problem. 
The use of Jacobian Elliptic functions as generating solutions has 
received some attention in the recent past. In a series of papers, 
Barkham and Soudack (REF. 2.7), try to develop an averaging method 
using these functions and in a lat= series of papers, Christopher 
(REF. 2.8) improved this approach and obtained good agreement with 
numerical results. Rasmussen (REF. 2.9) presents a successful 
approximation technique to equation of the form (2.37), using the two 
time variable method coupled with a novel transformation process 
reducing the equation to first order form. 

. 
Since the Jacobiari Elliptic functions usually arise in non- 

linear oscillation problems as the inverse of the Elliptic 
integrals then it seems possible that some progress may be made with 
more general forms of c(s) in (2.37 "using Hyperelliptic integrals 
(REF. 2.6 p. 252). This possibility is not-explored any further in this 
thesis. 

2.5 Extension to Fourth Order Systems 

It is now appropriate to extend the ideas and techniques. 
outlined in the previous three sections to the construction of 
approximate solutions for higher order autonomous systems. With the 
forthcoming applications in mind we restrict the analysis to fourth 
order problems with, to begin with, the nonlinearity confined to a 
single variable and its derivatives; We return therefore to (2.1) and 
the question posed regarding the behaviour of. its solutions in the 
vicinity of the oscillatory stability boundary. In order to exploit 
directly the results developed for second. Order systems, we begin with a 
suitable form of. (2.1) that allows us to readily approximate the fourth 
order system by a pair of 'weakly coupled' second order systems. 
Consider, then, the partitioned system, 
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At, All (2. y_ -- r- 54) dE xý 1ýý, . ALZ xz ý3 c xt; ý ý 

where we have assumed the nonlinearity to be confined to the vector. 
XZ(E) 

. Here At, and A1.1 are (x2) constant matrices 
and we assume for the linear problem ,£=c that 

. 
these subsystems 

are weakly coupled (REF. 2.10). The necessary conditions for weak 
coupling between the partitioned linear subsystems can be expressed in 
the following terms (REF. 2.10). 

(a) The eigenvalue sets of the matrices 
At, 

and 
A 

-L7. should 
be widely separated in. the complex plane, If the eigenvalues-of A11 
lie on or within the circle of radius r and the eigenvalues of Ate,. 
on or outside the circle of radius Z then this condition can be 
expressed more precisely as 

fR ý` 

(b) The coupling matrices 
AtL, A-L% should be small in the 

following sense. If Y,,, and are the maximum elements of 
An. and kz% respectively, then we require-that 

z Yom, gýýR ' ý. c t 
2 

We have assumed here that the eigenvalues of. k� 
are smaller in 

modulus. With these conditions for weak coupling satisfied, the solution 
of (2.54) with £=o can be approximated by a combination of the 
modified subsystems. 

A, L kit' Az., j xý -o 
Yy 

ýýr (2.55) 

and (2.56) 
di 
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In fact, with (a) and (b) satisfied the eigervalues of the sub-matrices 
" -A� -. 

k.. A2. --'Az. - 
] and Ai: will approximate the eigen- 

value sets of A- of low and high modulus respectively. This result 
will be used later in Chapter 4 in connection with the lateral modes of 
motion of aircraft. Details of how the complete solution of (2.54) with 

F=0 can be approximated by combination of the solutions of (2.55) 

and (2.56) will not be discussed here but can be found in REF. 2.10. 
For the present study we wish to explore the following situation when 

E "A- o. Suppose the matrix 
A has, for the value -OF of some 

parameter y Cff. 2.1), a pair of imaginary eigenvalues and. that, 
with conditions 

(a) 

and (b) satisfied, these eigenvalues are 
approximated by the eigenvalues of the matrix Az% . For the non-- 
linear problem it would be very convenient if the answers to the 
question posed in section 2.1 could be adequately answered by examining 
the reduced nonlinear system obtained by replacing the zero on the 
right hand side of (2.56) with the 'function 92. ( x= ,F),. That 
this scheme does not, in general, provide adequate answers will be 
demonstrated in the following example, where, as will be seen, realistic 
approximations to the nonlinear problem can only be achieved by 
considering the nonlinear -coupling term uA (X: E in a 
perturbation approach. 

For convenience we choose to analyse the example in second 
order form rather than the first order form of (2.54). With non- 
linearity further restricted to the 'displacement' term in' X,. M 

,a 
pair of coupled second order systems takes the form 

y- 
- 

a- iC, 

-- oC I 
x, - of 3 

0L 
4_ 

}ý 
1=0 

Xs - p41 XI. -- ßz (XL) x3. - 131 x. - p2. X, 

Comparing with the vector form (2.54) we have 

f Xº Xx ;=X, it X. XL ý 
The functions X33 (Y. ) 
functions of X% 

=o 

(2.57) 

(2.58) 

are assumed to be symmetric 

We now introduce a parameter £ to denote the smallness of a quantity 
and rewrite (2.57) and (2.58) in the form 

(2.60) 

P+ ýI (K") XZ + ßi Xr -t pz. X, ) (2.61) 
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When E=c (2.61) now represents the approximate sub-system given 
by (2.56). For p we approach the problem in a similar fashion 
to the two time scale method of section 2.4. Introducing the time 
scales ýr and 7' as in (2.21). 

c_? Wý +g t�. (x) ,+p (i t) 
dt (2.62) 

Expanding the function X (k) and 'i&) as pcwers of £ 

XºM j) zc (71i) 4 £7� (p, t) -i- o(j2) (2.63a) 

%, A) =' z- c. (2, t) -f- s7x, '7, r) +0 (' `) (2.63b) 

we obtain the zeroth and first order equation for Zs( 2 f) and the 
zeroth order equation for 71 (7, r; ) by substituting (2.62), (2.63a), 
(2.63b) into (2.60) and (2.61). 

0ýi) Ah tic, --c1. z, d4-W 7-ic; + td; 
c -t' Z� 

. 
(2.64a) 

zn 0ýrý . W: z2o -- 1336 1xo - cý (2.64b)- 

2 ýý 2 
O(f) 

Wc 
77,.., 

ý' ?Cf. 2J wE 
iý%ýi 

d 2ZZO 

'{- 
ZW.; Ni 

JX26 

- 
ßJ iZsJ; Czo - 

ß++ WO X: a -- j3t XIc - ß: We ZIc (2.64c) 

The zeroth order solution for can therefore be written as 

xzýýý, rý QTR fir) CoS' (2.65) 
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Once again we require that the right hand side of (2.64c) be free from 
Cos -)1 and S 'i nI terms in order that ZL. (?, ) be periodic in 7 

To construct the bifurcation equation for'. QZ, (z) we require also, 
in this case, the zeroth order contribution to Fron 
(2.64a),. after some simplification, we can write, 

Z= a1 (v) cos? +Ei, c(t')Sin2 -f- 
(ccf37, via37 Ceris) (2.66) 

Where 

Qic(Z) = 
;7 (Q1 )) ý °{: oha 1J z 

a ZO (? ) (2.67a) 
( 

wda+ i. )Z + o(,. W, Z 

and 

Wa 

(W02-i- 
oll 

)vS+i 
- OCL 

ýoS3ý + azc(zý (2.67b) 
ýwa : 

Where d; (c7to)a is the C0s41 component in the Fourier expansion 
of o(J(xxaýz2, Hence the bifurcation equations read, 

(3in2) 2w 14: 
" - P4. WC Qt:. +131 L; 

C' -fZ. tie dig =0 (2.68a) 

J'r 

ccsý Z Wcidý yzo -i' ß3 (Q: 
c) Qic -1- 

ß, qi:. + `32 ! Jc lit D (2.68b) 
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Where_ 
A3 (azc) a=c is the cos component in the Fourier expansion 

of ß3 (zz. ) Zso '. 

Finally (2.68a) and (2.68b) can be written in the form, 

°`3c (P, d&s. -j: iit -t pr (4, rt t oýý 
))ý_} 

ý» z 
ý- oýz 

(ci2c)I` `ýz' %ýZ C w, -r-vC, 
) 

Q (2 69) 
ýý2 *d, ýL-t- ds2hic z to 

and 

ýr12 

Zwo iiJczý-dý1j 
+ o[jlk? cz 

F, c1 Z1 
- 1)-t. j3. oc. 012, 

(or, I rtLI)z+ ds, 2 tic'' I 
J 

(2.70) 

A significant deduction can be made from (2.69). The periodic solutions 
will be Given by 

- 

! 
ýýt2 f ä! ý! 

La 
ýlt 

\ýF1JG Y rij 
ý1 ýUGl) 'i 

ýJG Q10. 
i' 

ý2(hit tI. 
)) 

'4 `'/3d w, 
24 

(2-71) 
lZ ccl - 

ýx (lie + . 
ý, 
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This result is identical to that obtained by setting to zero the O(E) 
term in the nonlinear Routhian for (2.60)., (2.61) given by, 

IýýQzczý - 4ýt `Lý4ýý 
ý1 

-r 3c + £133 ýq1c) 
'F £ 

+i 3L"fhc) t£ýoýt pr; ^ßr A- " 
(4ý-o13 ýt2: 

a: 
) ßxý ý, ýsýý3c7 FRz(rizcýý-i 

/ 
'ý L"ýi rL Ryý 

Cýt 
ýý3a-r ß3 (ßzcýý - 

ßt ýd3c 
-f'ýG 

(c 
za))a 

(2.72) 

This rather meaningful result will be shown later to have a more 
general range of application and in particular to be valid even when 
two equations of the form (2.57), (2.58) are not weakly coupled. For 
the present problem the results depicted in (2.69), (2.70) serve to 
illustrate some iportant aspects of coupled systems. Even for the 
linear problem G6 (YL) = /31(Xt) =o we can see that (2.69) 
generates an addition to the damping of the higher order mode. For 
the nonlinear problem we see that the coupling term c( z) x2. can 
lead to-a limit cycle condition for the whole system. The stability of 
these limit cycles (solution of (2.71)) can be determined by examining 
the behaviour of solutions to the equation of first variation of (2.69). 
In the proceeding analysis we have implicitly answered question 3 of 
section 2.1. By allowing to have non-zero values as. above 
we continue the solution Qz., "s 7 into the region where the 
equilibrium point is a focus and the envelope'of trajectAides is given by 
(2.69). In Chapter 4 we will apply the above analysis to a weakly 
coupled form of the lateral equations of motion of slender aircraft with 
aerodynamic n nlinearity. 

. 
We return now to the more general problem defined by (2.1). 

With regard to the stability properties of the equilibrium of (2.1) it 
is known that at the critical condition (v= VF) the terms in the 
function (X 

.) 
become important. Assuming we can expand 

t x) as a Taylor series in 
.X about 0_, . 

then a useful 
definition of stability in critical cases relates to the stability in the 
N th approximation. Here, N is the degree to which terms in A(X) 

have been included. Much of the work on the stability of these critical 
cases has been formulated by Malkin (REF. 2.11 Chapter Iv) and the. 
important theorems developed are applicable to systems in which the 
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stability properties in the N th approximation can be determined from 
the stability properties of a reduced form-of (2.1) in which only the 
'critical variables' appear. In the following practical technique, we 
base the analysis on a similar though less extensive decomposition of 
(2.1) into a 'critical' and'non-critical' pair of sub-systems. However, 
as stated at the beginning of this chapter, ro attempt is made to find 
an entirely rigorous justification for the analysis. 

By a suitable transformation of 'co-ordinates, X=Cy, (2.1) 

can always be written in the alternative form 

Qsý ýý r= 
ýý (y, yL ", ý2.73a) 

d ýt 62 yz r 
ýý c yº, Ll3 (2.73b) 

at ý- 
Where, when V=yf and L3% (E; f) are the two-dimensional 
sub-vectors of composed of the non-critical and critical 
variables respectively, such that, 

Oi 
ýýý '= (2.74a) 

o 
and 0 

(2.74b) 

Here, ýL and ',. are the eigenvalues of A. With }negative real 
part and C Wo are the purely imaginary eigenvalues of /1 

. It is 
assumed at the outset that Re(1. ) and Re(ý}) are negative so that, 
when E= c, the equilibrium of (2.73a) is asymptotically stable in 
the first approximation. 
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The periodic solutions of (2.73a), (2.73b) when £=o 
restricted to the sub-vector 

yý ctiý =o 

Yjq 
= 7201. 

Q 

are thus 

(2.75a) 

(2.75b) 

We will assume that when F. is non-zero the periodic solutions can 
be approximated, for small £, by (2.75 with the bifurcation 
amplitude and frequency correction for this zeroth order approximation 
obtained by solving the periodicity conditions for the first order 
perturbation form of (2.73b). Hence, for small £ the problem' 
reduces to one in two dimensions. For this approximation to be truly 
valid it is clear that there should be more restrictive conditions on 
the non-critical sub-system matrix 3� and the vector h, 

. For 
example, if. the non-critical mode is oscillatory with small damping 
and frequency close to an integer multiple of t. Jc , then at some 
stage in the perturbation scheme to develop successive approximations, 
the response in the non-critical mode will be £0 (f/f) = O(1) 
If + (3oX and ý'ki * gis) = O( E) then the first 
order response in 910) will be 0(1) , contradicting the initial 
assumptions. In such cases it is necessary to include a component of 

yý ý! ) in the zeroth order approximation, hence destroying the. 
simpler two-dimensional result obtained above. The conditions on the 
form of ýi( %1 y2 ;) for the above approximation to be valid 
are somewhat more elaborate and if not realised in a particular example 
can lead to erroneous results. Malkin (REF. 2.11 p. 386) has shown that. 
the 'abbreviated' system given by (2.73b) with Y1(1-) set to zero will 
only reproduce the stability nature of the equilibrium of the complete 
system in the N th approximation when. the following condition is 
satisfied. The resolution of the vector function h, Co, yj ) 

must begin with terms or order greater than N. If this is not the 
case then a suitable transformation of yi(E) can be devised to 
eliminate terms in Yi( of order < ý! '. An example will help 
to clarify this point. Consider the three dimensional system 

j% 
=-ý+z+ 13 Y, (2.76a) 

dE 

a=X 
ý' °ý yZ (2-76b) 

äx 
-z+ Xit yý (2,76c) 
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So in this case we have that yi (b) is the one dimensional system 
£z3 -and 92.0-) is the two dimensional system £yI. ?. Now 

if we ignore completely the effect of Z.. in the critical system 
given by (2.76a) and (2.76b) and analyse the effect of the third order 
term ß x3 we could arrive at a false conclusion regarding the 
stability of the complete system because of the presence of the second 
order terms in (2.76c). We require to eliminate these by defining the 
new variable, 

z -ý vcx, ý) (2.77) 

so that (2.76c) can be written in the form, 

dý+ (-q ý- ýc M VV) VV) -i- 9, Ä, ) )v 
-ý- c y, -, - ayct rv» 3v 

- (k -. v) -1- x: -ý- ý 1. (2-78). 

The function V( ', y) can now be determined by setting to zero the 
aggregate of those terms in (2.78) which do not depend on the new non- 
critical variable k (REF. 2.11 p. 154)., i. e. 

% . -y fdxvV3) v -t (xýdyv)L = -vt- -yam (2.79) 
8X 39 

To determine V (X, y) it is necessary to expand in forms of increasing 
order and to equate forms of equal order. Thus we set, 

v(X, y) vt(X, y) vz(x y)-i- .... (2.80) 

where Vi (X, y) are forms of the i ih order. 
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By substituting (2.80) into (2.79) and equating forms of the same 
order we can therefore derive equations for V, - and /', 

, 

ýýý 
+X výý _ -- JI (2.81a) 

'S OX 

+ y2 -y Vi 
ý vý 

_. ck YN, výý (2.81 b) 

From which it can fairly easily be shown that 

'It= (2.82a) 

Vz = X'`. ý y (2.82b) 

The new abbreviated critical system can be obtained by replacing Z by 
V in (2.76a) and 2.76b), i. e. 

x 
}- ydX (ý(+ y2ý -i- X -#- hýyý, 

ýr cýlvr Eerms (2.83a) 

.ýX- oý y iX2+ y 1ý -i- 
ý, 

5ýº¢r crier Eerr, s (2.83b) 
dt 

It is clear from the additional terms in (2.83a) and (2.83b) that the 
stability nature of the abbreviated system could be completely changed 
by. the presence of the terms premultiplied by of . Indeed, the 
change could be from a state of asymptotic stability. to instability 
according to the 3rd approximation. 

In the examples which comprise chapter 4 of this thesis, 
for the most part the elaborate procedure outlined above will not be 
required. This is because the nonlinear terms will be of the same 
order both in h, ( yt y1 "ý £) and ht(y, y1 'i ) and the function 
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V (XIS) introduced above will only lead to higher order terms than 
those being considered. For example, if and ýz are entirely 
third order nonlinear functions then it can be shown that the function 

V. will start with V3 and hence the additional terms in the 
abbreviated system will be at least 5th order. 

For convenience we assume that the nature of the problem 
allows us to assume that the family of periodic solutions of (2.73a), 
(2.73b) bifurcate off the vector defined by (2.75). The two dimensional 
system then takes the form, 

d uz 
- 

ß: 
t 

42£ 
l- 

(o Y. , o) (2.84) 
L M1 

Transforming the system into two time scales and 'Y as defined 

ýI 

= W, +- go, Y. 0 (1 1) 'C =Ft (2.85) 

and expressing the vector -92(1) 
, in terms of and 2' as an 

asymptotic expansion in powers of £, i. e. 

'a ý1) Xa (7, r; £)=Zo(?, z) -h 1 ýzý (7,21 -t- , 
OW) (2.86. ) 

we obtain the zeroth and first order perturbation equations as 

V Z, iK 

ß22,7Z4 =o ä17 

axZý 
o(f) + {, z (o 

, x, ýý ;o) 
we 

ßZZ 
= 

- L) o 

(2.87a) 

(2.87b) 
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The zeroth order solution is given by 

Xzh cý, ý> = /2a l) b(x) (2.88) 

where the principal matrix solution 
Yýý() is given by 

: cC ,= 
ecs st 

(2.89) 

-or sin? %40 CtAl 
L 

Without loss of generality we can set the second component in a2, (T) 
to zero and denote the first element by gc(2') . The bifurcation 
equation for ftc(z) and W (r) are found from the periodicity 
condition for the function Z2, (V, r). in (2.87b). i. e. that the right 
hand side of (2.87b). must be orthogonal to the two periodic solution of 
the adjoint homogeneous form of (2.87b). Now the principal matrix solution 
for the adjoint homogeneous form of (2.87b) is given by the inverse of 
(2.89). The bifurcation equations can therefore be written in the 
vector form 

IV, 

(2) Wä _ 
3, Z' 

y2 

a 

4 . 
ht (o z2- ; o) 

a=0 (2.90) 

If we denote the upper and lower components of by the functions 
ý, * and ý: $ respectively then, after some reduction, the bifurcation 

equation take the scalar form, 

Tit 

Str, CGS (2.91 a) 
d 1r' 2trW. 

2r 

(hL 
ecsý% -ý- h1a ý1 Sýrº% Cý 

(2.91b) 

NW ac ` c 
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If the 
, 
functions have the general cubic form, 

Fly 
ýu 

Vý 
ýýº 

ut nn, V+ r1,? UV nº1, tv+ h15 L3+ ýlºb d3 (2.92a) 

ýL 
1Uý1ýý ý- 

ý21 
l3 + 

11-L2. v'ý fi2313ýi -} ili4131V i- 
hLi 

U 
3+ 

E, V7 (2.92b) 

where (ui�) denote the upper and lower components of then 
(2.91a) and (2.91b) take the form 

'Ano üa i3t hºS 
ý- We 

___ 

iýzy 
ý{ Wa ýºý Uý (2.93a) 

22 

Wt it,: It, 
14115-wc4hýýý i- We 1ýs -ýý4 o 

(2.93b) 

zwz ý- 

We have included linear terms in the expansion of and t2Cý. l, V) 
so that we may investigate the behaviour of trajectories away from the 
critical point V=VP 

The orbital stability characteristics of the periodic solution, 
defined by the right side of (2.91a) being set to zero, can be deter- 
mined from the equation of first variation of (2.91a) with respect to 
the amplitude of the periodic solutions. For the cubic system (2.93c) 
the conditions read, 

0 orbital stability - 
(h1-- 

ýL) >0 y 0(n1S4- h13)4 

equilibrium unstable. 

orbital instability -. 
(L+ 

t; 3Cýýý5tuco ý: ý)i C. hA >0 

equilibrium stable. 
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2.6 The Nonlinear Companion Problem 

An interesting example of a fourth order nonlinear system, ' 
and one that is pertinent to the problems studied in Chapters 3 and 4, 
is afforded by the equation, 

4___ 4aL 
-t- d 2. b (x) }. ac cx) . E- ac xj O (2-95) 

where the functions bCX? 
, CCx) and cl(() are assumed to be 

anti-symmetric functions of ( of the form 

b(%J 
_ 

i, X+ E' I» x -i- ---- etc. (2.96) 

Setting X, =XP X1 = 
ýX 

1 
X; - c}zx A4 , ot3X and denoting 

d L- d T} ' 
by -¬ 04-(X, %,., X:, x4 ) the nonlinear part of (2.95), the first 
order matrix form of (2.95) can be written as, 

Y, oIooX, o 

xZ aaio K1 0 E (2.97) 
aL Xz o0oI 1C3 0 

Xtfý -a1 X4 
clýik) 

where a, XIx. Xz, X4ä 

In such a form the linear system matrix is known as. a companion matrix. 
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Once again we. assume that the coefficients aý, b,, ell 
are functions of some parameter V and at 1) =VF a pair of purely 
imaginary eigenvalues of the 'companion matrix' in (2.97) appear. With 
eigenvalues J,, +t Wc it can be easily shown that, 

C, b, 
- 

C, = 
dial ; %i t- 

ýº1 
= -- U, (2.98) 

cri a. CA 

and hence the Routhian vanishes, 

tz üýbºc, cº - qº dý =O (2.99) 

Bearing in mind that we would like to investigate the behaviour of 
trajectories either side of the point , it is appropriate to 
take some of the linear terms from the left side of (2.97) to the right 
side in order that the companion matrix retains its critical condition. 
Which 'terms we should take over is actually quite arbitrary. We could 
allow three of the coefficients c7,6 ,c1, C1 to vary naturally 
with V and fix the fourth to satisfy (2.99) for small variations in- 

V about V r- . However, we will choose a particular method that 
allows the most accurate representation of the linear part of the system 
for varying V. By requiring that the coefficients in the companion 
matrix satisfy (2.98) for all values of J) in the range of interest 
we will preserve the eigenvalues of the non-critical modes VI. ) 

and the frequency of the near critical oscillatory mode as they vary 
with V. The damping in the latter will now. appear as perturbed 
values of u,, 6., c, , d. on the right side of (2.97). We will thus have 
what we referred to as an artificial system in Q. 3. of section 2.1. 
This artifice is of course necessary to deem the problem amenable to the 
foregoing analytic techniques. 

We thus rewrite the coefficients in the form, 

ad = C1. -f- 2t21, i6I=bl0tfý, i ) 
ci = Cl o -t £ Cu cd t= cli. -t- £ d, 1 2.100) . 

where arc, blo 
etc. are the required values to satisfy (2.98). 
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For the companion. matrix, the similarity transformation C 

required to bring (2.97) into the decomposed form given by (2.78), 
(2.79) has a relatively simple form. Let Ii be the matrix of 
eigenvectors of the companion matrix so that, 

Ute 11ýz }ý, ýý Lwý -L 
u ý2 

As - WC -No 
(2.101) 

3\13 
11i -t, Wc Gtifc 

Then the required similarity transformation can be written, 

Xý T U1L 

Xt ýx C 13 (2°102) 
ý ýL 

N 

4 ý4 

where 

ýº 1 .. clýcýýo 
_ tlto 

ýttU ýý 
- 

g_° 
, 

UZ, L1ýý = eta (2.103) 
22 

Lo_e, o at, Ilk. Q, r, _ atrA, t, Ctý eil. 
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The inverse of C. can be written as 

C-' 

e, ýý 
Cite 

Qua -1ý 
- -º i 
e«, 

ýsL 

2 

ci °ic. dig) cl it, 

3 

. -. 
ý1t cIo 

c%ýý' 

i1 
ý- cl ý 

Rt6 _ 
c( 

C ýc C; c 

--- CTIý dta 

Qlc 

e, oS 

- Ci 1t, (Qýo 
- d(t- ýýo ciýc 1ý 

z 

{- Qlc dt 

CIO 

3 
ý`2-1 z 

diO 
-4- 

(, 
-0 

Goo 

C« -J 
(2.104) 

Clu 

Note that we actually only require the last column in since the 
elements 9i (x,, x=, x,, )(" ) ., 

i_ are zero. The. 
function can be converted to gw ( using 
(2.102). 
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We can write, including the linear perturbed terms, that 

ý, 
ý 

NZ Z,, __ru«X4-. - bºi jt --- c It x ý, -- It x, ... 

... 
ýb3\zi. 

ýiC2.1 -jr 

(2.105) 

+ (odd terms of higher degree 

By transforming (2.97) in terms of 4j, L'" 1,... . using (2.102) we 
are able to extract from the new system, the reduced second order 
critical system in terms of the variables F y. 7 , q, +3 , For reference 
we write down the full equation in terms of Lj C) t -- )".. 

LZ9 

cA L 

yIL (2.106a) 

dý c 

5- V2 Cý, ̀  , -t- ý2-yt4 ýaý)-+ pL-$- -14(ý, Iy, 142 typ)) (2. lo6b) 

dye 
`_ ý4 = dk 

`L ý3 ýº yt -4' a, 
- yz. + V-3 42 + ºt t4. `ß ýu lý,, yý, y31 bu )) (2.106c) 

dý,. 
-,, Lit, 

C11- 
(2.106d) 
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where the final column in C-' 
z) CIk ' is given by 

(2.104). 

and 
z 

Qil 
q, c aIý 

-t- ý� 
c.. 

z ýI =- (111 (cIºý - a, o d, t, ) .� ýI, 01, - Ct. 1 
Cto 

a? 
= 

Lºº 
+ cilº Chu 

ýº{ 
. -. aº, -i- Cºº Qºb 

(2.107) 
Cio C, 

The expanded expression for SL, (y, 
ý y2, y2ýý�ý is extremely lengthy and is 

not needed for the present analysis. The two dimensional critical 
system can therefore be extracted from (2.106), as, 

d93 -9 4= Eq.. 3 
(? 23 't'ý`, - 2k-'r 5 y. 

( d, 0, y13 '3L,. i) (2.108a) 

rul 4üo ý3 = ýý4 
( ý3 

yy+ s« ytý ý 
c14 

`b ° 4ý 
J3 a (2.10ßb) 

dt 

where the nonlinear function ý, 
ý 

Cý ý, ýý can be written as, 

3ý ri c3ýsly: r 
ýr(3 

4ý =`4cC 
a32 

- 
3b3, ý'ý-i" 

63 

. 
We t wý wý 

J 
(2.109) 

The bifurcation equation for the zeroth order solution of (2.108) can be 
obtained using (2.92) ä (2.93). After some lengthy manipulation we 
arrive at, 

Q& 

__Rz 
ý4,. Lt Q6 (2.110) 

Qrý l 
ýýc 

"ý Cýc Qrc ý 4-d, 
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where ac(f) is the amplitude function for the zeroth order solution 
of (2.108) 

g3z(E ", E) ZU(7, i) 

ywo«; ý, 74C(2, r) 

ac (: ') 

(2.11: ) 

ýtSrný h)cicr2 0 

and, 

6- Cºtc 
61c, 

Cis "r C'ºo ýsºj 
- 

:Z Cºc Cu Ciic c! a X2.112 

t1 ý2 
4 

(Cite 
Clc ýj3 + 4ºa boo cl - 2.113) 

Hence we arrive at the result that the amplitude of the periodic 
solutions for (2.95) that branch off the linear solution in the critical 
mode only can be determined by setting to zero the OW term in th' 
expanded modified Routhian given by 

2 
b, 

o -+-£ 
ýý�4. ý30 

0 )}CCIýýýCC�-+4C3ua2ý 
Lt- 

1 

-- 
ý CI 0 -t C3 Qa 

2 ý/ 

- 
(Clio 

, r- ý all )( dtc -t (d� --1-2 da ac 
4 

0+( Inc -- +2z 00, )+0 (£ 2) 
(2.114 
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The Wo 4- 
term multiplying (2.110) disappears when we transform back. 

to the - ?C co-ordinates, (2.102). The limit cycles are therefore 
given by, 

2 go too' (2.115) 

The frequency correction can be obtained from the second bifurcation 
equation for (2.108) and takes the form, 

2z 

llýLr) -- 
(2wß -L) d a, C3 (2.116) 

Hence in the limit. as 4Q --;. Go we obtain, 

i 
10, (a) 33 001. (2.117) 

9 ßßc 

The initial value problem for (2.95) can be solved in the 
zeroth order approximation by forming a linear combination of the linear 
non-critical mode and nonlinear critical 'mode' with initial values 
distributed appropriately. If it is required to improve the 
approximation by including higher order terms then at, say the m th 
stage, the bifurcation equations for the amplitude and frequency 
correction are obtained by satisfying the periodicity conditions for the 

(m+ 1) -th approximation. 

The result given by (2.114), (2.115) for cubic systems has a 
similar form when anti-symmetric terms of higher degree. are included. 
In this case the coefficients in the generalised Routhian become, 

2 

" 
ýýfC 

't'týClil 
ýý 

Bic -f" Fýßýý''"' ý ý27ýý 
ýý ýd 

, 

J=1 

Ito 
-ý f 

(C,, 
+ Czý 

Tý 
ýý Uo 

2ý) 
i=ý 

K 2j 

where -Cz+ 
1) 

I 

2.118 
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It should be pointed out here that the linear terms on the 
right side of (2.106) are actually superfluous apart from a damping 
term in the critical equation. This is because the additional terms in 
the eigenvector matrix (2.101) due 

. 
to the damping of the critical mode 

are of O Cý) and O (F. ) i. e. the term 10, D would be replaced by 
9N , f- c h. ' 0 (£ 2) where 1J is the o. Fijping. The inverse of 

the matrix C. in (2.102) would, therefore, only be affected by an 
OCi) term and on multiplying the vector F 3C? t) would give 

additional O (1-2) terms. To 0W we omit these and hence (2.106) 

can be replaced by a system with ßi 0, i=!, 
_ ., 4- and an 

additional term -2£N y4. on the right side of (2.106d). The. 
result has been developed in its present form to illustrate the close 
connection with the 0(1 ) change in the Routhian, but this could have 
been achieved by noting that 

utoi blt, +cIc, 4bt, -i}c ýa 1 +1 
In a. practical application of the technique we therefore require a full 
knowledge of the linear system eigenvalues. 

The essential feature of the foregoing technique is the 
decomposition of the system into the critical and non-critical modes by 
a suitable transformation. However, if one takes a different viewpoint 
the same results can be obtained without resorting to vector form at all. 
Applying the perturbation scheme to the fourth order form (2.95) directly 
a sequence of approximations can be determined each having the same 
fourth order differential operator with zero Routhian. Once again, 
the. bifurcation equation for the amplitude and frequency correction at 
the ff th stage are determined by setting to zero the c'os2 and song 
terms on the right hand side of the (TV1-+- perturbation equation. 
Using a similar approach, though not based on a perturbation method, the 
authors of Ref. 2.12 obtain a result of an apparently more general 
nature. Writing the unknown t. fi-) and its derivatives in the form, 

%«11 =6 ea sq) dX 
_-00s, n ý A? x =- a29 

dýý 

Substituting these forms into (2.95) and balancing the harmonics, ýCSZ 
vl n7Iw3? 5ºn 3 etc. 'they obtain the result, 

Qýlbtt ßb3 2ý 
l CI'ý X382) " 

(Cl-t 
(2.119 
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There is no rational basis for this result as obtained in Ref. 2.12. 
Nevertheless, it might'be true that if we went on-to obtain the higher 
order approximations in (2.114) the result given by (2.119) would be 
obtained in the limit. Now (2.119) is a bi-quadratic in 62 and if 
it is assumed that OL is small an approximation to (2.119) can be 
written by neglecting terms in (9"' , i. e. 

2 
22 

a, bic, 
- C, -' 01 Ui 

(2.120) 
73 
4 C3ºýýºC3tcºýO3)--ZCºC; - Gº c) 

For small changes in the coefficients ai, b., C,, d a. the numerator 
in . 120) is practically the same as Re, in (2.110). The denominator 
in 

(2.120 

would only be equal to hi in (2.110) if, of the 
coefficients a, , 

b, 
, c, d,,. it is assumed that only ds varies 

to preserve a zero Routhian. 

2 Ql býCº 
--- i. e. 

jib Cº 

z 

(2.121) 

This could well lead to a negative value for oj, o and hence one of the 
non-critical modes of the complete system would be unstable. This 
situation would not be acceptable from the perturbation approach and it 
therefore seems that the use of (2.120) must be regarded as suspect. 
A comparison of the various forms of the modified Routhian result will 
be presented for the examples of Chapters 3 and 4. 
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AIRCRAFT LATMAL I"! OTIO r 
A feature of the lateral motion of inertially slender 

aircraft is the marked reduction in the damping of the oscillatory mode 
that occurs as the flight incidence is increased. At high enough 
incidences this mode can become unstable and we can expect that, in the 
vicinity of this critical condition, lar,; e excursions in this mode can 
take place. Thi3 situation can arise in 'the landing configuration and 
also in tight manoeuvring situations and in both cases it is clearly 
more satisfactory if the aircraft remains steady and fairly insensitive 
to disturbances. The'actual physical mechanism responsible for this 
loss of stability, in terms of the variation in applied forces and 
moments, will obviously depend upon aircraft configuration and flight 
condition. In the following two chapters we are going to examine both 
small a-nplitude linear and large amplitude nonlinear oscillatory motion 
of aircraft with a view to obtaining approximations that go some way in 
explaining- these motions. The approximations serve to describe and 
explain the motions from an essentially phenomenological point of view. 
No detailed attempt is made to relate particular aircraft behaviour to 
particular flow conditions. The aerodynamic data. used in the examples 
is, through necessity, obtained from experimentsin wind tunnels and 
flight. Sound theoretical methods for obtaining the lateral unsteady 
forces on aircraft at high incidence are, generally speaking, not yet 
available. 
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CHAPTER 3- APPROXIIIATIONS FOR TI LDTa- kRISID THEORY 

3.1 Introduction 

The uncontrolled lateral motion of an aircraft in flight 
usually consists of an oscillatory mode and two aperiodic modes, or, 
in some cases, two oscillatory modes. The character of these modes, 
in terms of their stability and model content, depends, very strongly, 
on aircraft configuration and flight condition. That this is indeed 
the case is demonstrated in an illustrative manner by Pinsker (REF-3.1), 
who pays particular attention to the oscillatory mode, showing, clearly 
the contrast between the yaw/sideslip motion of high aspect ratio 

aircraft at low incidence and the almost purely rolling motion of low 
aspect ratio configurations at high incidence. 

This situation of Great variety is discouraging from the 
point of view of finding approximations with a wide ranke of validity, 
although this challenge has produced some very useful and now established 
results. The successful early work of Thomas and Neumark. (R 

. 3.2) 
concentrated on approximate factorisation of the characteristic equation 
and this technique was later used by Ross (REF. 3.3) to predict, 
amongst other things, the critical angle of incidence at which the 
lateral oscillation of various flying models became unstable. Pinsker 
(REF. 3.1) takes a different viewpoint and derives quite simple 
expressions for mode damping and frequencies by omitting, degrees of 
freedom and hence reducing the order and simplifying the equations of 
motion. Using C, as a parameter he. proceeds to show how, for 
slender configuration, two distinct approximations are valid over 
different ranges of Ci., with a region of mid CL values where 
neither is applicable. 

In this section we will construct approximatiorn to the lateral 
modes based on a consideration of the aircraft as a weakly coupled 
system. (REF. 3.4). This consideration" is made possible by a judicious 
choice of coordinate transformation which recasts the equations of motion 
in terms of motion variables that have more significance in the natural 
modes. The essence of the technique is then to partition the system 
equations into lower order subsystems and hence to generate approxima- 
tions to the modes of the complete system. The conditionsnecessary for 
the approximation scheme to be valid are reviewed briefly in section 
2.5. 

In REF, 3.4, Mime showed that by introducing the aircraft 
vertical velocity into the longitudinal equations of motion, a success- 
ful partitioning and hence. approximation could be achieved for the 
phugoid and short period modes. Similarly, for aircraft lateral motion, 
it will be shown here that by introducing the aircraft 'sideways' 
velocity the equations can be partitioned to reveal the lateral modes 
for two distinct situations. The two situations can be'snmmarised as follows: 

(i) High incidence fli, ý; 'ht conditions where oscillation and 
other modes are dominated by rolling. Geometric body 
axes used to define motion. 
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(ii) Low incidence flight 
spiral, dutch roll, 
Stability axes used 

conditions with conventional 
roll subsidence modes. 
to define motion. 

In both cases the oscillation will be approximated by a sideslipping 
mode. However, as will be shown, the damping associated with this 
mode is not predicted too well, and, generally speaking, it is 
necessary to include the effect of the sideways modes using a 
perturbation analysis. This result is consistent with the observation 
that in general the lateral oscillation of an aeroplane takes place 
about some axis displaced in translation and rotation from the body 
axes passing through the centre of gravity. 

As already pointed out, but worthy of further emphasis, the 
main attraction of such approximations is that they can lead to a 
better understanding of the character of the natural modes of aircraft; 

some numerical examples are given for particular aircraft to illustrate 
the utility of the technique and the validity of the hypothesis. We 
consider the two situations separately. 

3.2 High Incidence Approximation - Sideways and Sideslip Motions. 

The analysis presented here relates particularly to the 
flight of slender aircraft at high incidence. It is now well known 
(REF. 3.1) that the oscillatory mode in such cases takes the form of art 
almost pure rolling motion about the aircraft fuselage axis and that 
the damping of this mode can often be very low or even negative. Also 
the remaining modes, which may form another oscillation, can no longer 
enjoy the simple spiral and roll subsidence titles and become more 
complicated functions of rolling and sideslipping. Yawing motion is 
practically absent from all of the modes. 

An inspection of the makeup of typical eigenvectors for such 
configurations reveals that the oscillation contains very little lateral 
motion of the aircraft centre of gravity while the other modes contain 
very little sideslip motion. In simple terms the oscillation takes place 
mainly about the body reference axis whereas the remaining modes are 
composed of rolling and a sideways motion of the-e. g., combined to 
produce little sideslip. Based on this evidence we will derive a 
co-ordinate transformation to recast the equation of motion into a 
necessary form for the application of the approximation. 

The linearised equation of lateral motion referred to a body 
axes system can be written in the general first order matrix form. 
(Appendix A). 

v 

dt r nY' n, ý' n r' o r ý 3.1 
. 01 kahflr ' 
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The motion variables vr 4) 3, the aerodynamic 
derivatives 'v' Epp' 

, 
0, etc. , the trim velocities al c, v4 and 

the gravitational coefficient 9, are all assumed to be normalized. 
No reference is made at this sta, e to any particular norm, alising 
scheme or the precise location of the body X axis except to say 
that the latter should lie close to the princ'_pal_axes of inertia, 
(see Appendix A for normalisin& scheme). When the. product of inertia 

ix z is non zero, the rolling and yawing derivatives will be 
modified as shown in Appendix A. 

Let the-sideslip velocity fit, be divided into two parts; 
a contribution due entirely to rolling C hk 4) and the remainder 

Vc. 
. With only .a small amount of yaw involved in the motion the 

velocity VO is mainly associated with a translational sideways 
motion of the aircraft centre of gravity. Hence we can write, 

v_ vo -ý- wc. I (3.2) 

We wish now to transform (3.1) into a similar equation in terms of the 
state vector I V. ;. 

Vo v, y3 where a dot above a quantity 
denotes differentiation with respect, to . This can be. achieved 
by expressing in terms of d> 

, eliminating r and 
finally relating 4 to Jo and N as given by (3.2). 
Details are given in Appendix A. The required equations can be written 
in the partitioned form, 

Vc 0ItOO Yý 

oil ßc1 , d= ýcý vC _ INV 

Y %a 
P1. ! ý; ýyº V 

Cý 
lt M 

Where, ý, V'. 
ýr r yr 

_ 
Uc ýt Qr 

" 
ý1ý Sýs-c 

(3.3) 

(3.4a) 
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rw `3r _uc 

(3.4b) 

yr 
- Uc 

( e%j 
lý v 

r. 

( 

2.4 7, j», x 

-}- c)1 yr'=º1ýý} -ct. 'i, '+ 01 ) (3.4c) 

WY 

,- ý4` (evý(4u f)-er*ye) yr -uý 
(3.4d) 

ýý r oil "-Uo'ý (3.4e) 

yrý UoM 
(3.41) 
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a we 
kkN 

VL (3.4G) 
ý6 WC 

r -uL 

xF an uc yP 

. 
(3.4h) 

r 
Ül 

xs 
with 

Y0 cyp 

icK 8, 

UO - ua + wt+CI. o 

e4v _ PV'-4- n"( 
I-t"Oo 

Pay eý' np' ý,, ©z 

Of- nr' 
(3.5) 

Now the partitional matrix in (3.3) is of the form, 

C. C12. 

c= "--; -- i3. ß) CZ-1 
.; Ctn. 

and provided the conditions for weak coupling (see Chapter 2) between 
the sideways i vt, , Jo ; and sideslip t', >3 modes are satisfied, 
then the eigenvalues of C of low modulus will be approximated by 
the characteristic equation, 
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d-ý s-e:, -- c, Z c2.77 cz, o (3.7) 

and those of high modulus will be approximated by, 

(3.8) 

In terms of the coefficients a(;, ' (3.7) and (3.8) read, 
respectively, 

'Zý. , v(3 =d (3.9) 
L"3 

ý3 

and ßa (3.10) 

With. Yr , yp assumed to be zero the damping and stiffness 
expressionsin (3.9), (3.10) are simplified and can be written in the 
form, 

123 

Ylo(nre�-- fn)+"üo {Fvo�, 
-new ei, x)-i'Pv 

-... llv`` 
} ýPr-e1 

{ 

(3.11 
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rý 
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ý) lnls er} Ucý ýý~ 

hlý We 
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i'ýc ýY 
-- il �ý1le 

19 (yv se twi (e, 
"w. 

-frx ti 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

Of particular interest in the results derived is (3.13), the expression 
for the approximate damping of the sideslip oscillation. Pinsker 
(FRF. 3.1) derives a corresponding result for this damping by assuming 
zero yaw in the motion and hence predicts that instability will occur 
in this mode; when, (RE?. 3.1 p. 18). 

CL. 

-L 2 stý9 tA0 
(3.15) 

Where Ci 
' is the lift coefficient at incidence 8c 

9 LO/>, j and 1A. 

are the damping in roll and. normalized inertia moment about the 
principal axis of inertia along the fusela,; e. As' shown in Appendix 1 
the gravitational coefficient in the body axes system is ( C, /Z H. )ccr& 
and hence (3.15) approximates (3.13) when Jv- and op" are small. 
Althouz is usually very small compared with ep' (except 

where P, ̀  changes sign) the term i -- i), Ihy / i1. ) can be significant 

and, of course, for OP yr 0 
. 

is destabilizing. The physical 
si_, iificance of the -gravity term C Ii/ h/c) in (3.13) can be 
understood by observinn-. that during the oscillation, zero sideslip (�=e) 
does not coincide with zero roll angle In fact when V 
passes through zero from positive to negative the aircraft is moving to 
starboard with a velocity VC and banked to port through the angle 4, 
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With the aircraft in this attitude the Sravitational force acting 
along the banked wins opposes the damping moment due to roll rate. 
Note that al thouSh the ` V. modes have been partitioned from the 
mode in (3.3) we can still expect to find a contribution from 'Vz. ' 
in 'v' ( V: Vc-, r w, 4) " 

Before illustrating the foregoing approximation with some 
numerical examples we wish to derive an improved approximation for the 
high modulus subsystems characteristics. 'e require to do this because 
as it stands the approximate dampin of the oscillatory `V mode 
riven by (3.13) shows no dependence on the sideslip derivatives &v 

and Rr whereas the common practice of displaying the oscillatory 
and divergence stability boundaries on the plane (see for 
example R=-. 3.5 p. 424) is, in itself, evidence that, at least for more 
conventional configurations, the damping should depend on these 
derivatives. The extent to which. the damping of the oscillation 
depends on PV and /Ir is a reflection o* the displacement of the 
oscillation'axis relative to the body X axis, and hence of the 
amount that the oscillation is out of phase with the sideslip velocity V 

We can derive a second aDproxiration to the oscillation 
damping and frequency by considering the coupling terms /3, �' and 

in (3.3) together with the damping term ý3w as 
perturbations on the simple harmonic oscillator in V given by, 

V 

The necessary analysis has, in fact, already been developed for the 
case of oC3 and X33 havin a dependence on V in section 2.5. 
With the nonlinear terms set to zero (2.57) and (2.58) have the. same . form as (3.3); (3.16) is then equivalent to (2.61) with 9 set to 
zero. The required results for the damping and frequency correction 
are then given by (2.74) and (2.75) respectively with < and 
set to zero. With the oscillation of the form e N*f cc, w C, we can 
therefore write, 

'ý C4 3zP3 
X12 

(3.17) zz2 
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and 

+ I. 43( (d1- 
;ý- ýz ý; o%i} 1'ýtr 

(ßzý3j 
týý-ýi3 Jº 

a 
ýi r C3" g) 

2f (d, -13-3)2-- P3 d, x 

Along with the damping and frequency, a quantity of significance in the 
oscillation is the ratio of roll angle to sideslip velocity V, 
commonly known as the 'dutch roll ratio' for conventional configurations. 
Now if-the sideslip is due entirely to rolling so that 

v= WO 
then this ratio would reduce to %/WG 

,a 
result arrived at by 

Pinsker (R'. 3.1 p. 20). However, with our second approximation derived 
above, we can make a better estimate than this. We can write 

e( \f- VJ ,(, (ýL, 
v Wcv . wo v 

(3.19) 

Now an approximation to the ratio 
(V1c/ ) 

can be derived from the 
results of section 2.5. It is convenient to represent (V: jv) as a 
complex number. and hence using (2.70) and (2.71 we can write, 

\10 
=Va -4 1 Tvý 

V 

Where 
t. I-J3z) --ý23 

42 

and ýýo -- 
(-p3 

2 

(3.20) 

(3.21a) 

(3.21b) 
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We are now at anappropriate stage to apply the foreCoinö approximations 
to some particular aircraft to examine the utility of the technique. 
We will study the characteristics of three slender winged aircraft, the 
H. P. 115, the B. A. C. 221 and the prototype Concorde, in the incidences 
range I . t` ', 426`. 

E AMPLE 1 -- The H. P. 115 

The Handley-Page H. P. 115 aircraft was built for research 
purposes to examine the low speed stability characteristics and 
handling qualities of slender configurations. An interesting discussion 
of the flying qualities of this aircraft can be found in EP- 3.6. The 
relevant data for. the calculations can be found in Table 3.1 and 
Fig. 3.1. All the data except for the C` 

. vs. ý( . curve were taken 
from RK?. 3.7. The aerodynamic derivatives in Fig. 3.1 are referred to 
a body axes system with X axis coincident with the fuselage datum. 
Eote that the principal axis of inertia is located approximately 4o nose 
down from the fuselage datum. The C vs. d curve is taken from 
Rte'. 3.8, where there also can be found a detailed description of the 
aircraft in question. Since no explicit information was available to 
the contrary it was assumed in the calculations that the aircraft was 
able to maintain a straight and level flight condition at all incidences. 
It is pointed out later that this assumption is a probable source of 
discrepancy between calculated and actual flight characteristics. 

The coefficients o! Z , 13Z ,i: 1,. i- for the H. P. 115 over the 
incidence range are located in Table 3.2. The additional data : rs qt-e 
relevant to the nonlinear study of the next section. Using the QR 

. algorithm (PNAG library subroutine F02AGF), the eigenvalues and eigen- 
vectors of the system matrix in (3.3) were computed and are shown by the 
full lines in Figs. 3.2,3.3,3.4, In F- i-- 3.2, the damping and 
frequency of the oscillation arp shown in dimensional form as the real 
and imaginary parts of the complex ei`envalue. Instability is seen to 
occur when the damping passes through zero at = 23°, while the 
frequency increases steadily as the incidence increases. The two sub- 
sidence roots are shown in gis. 3.3. The oscillatory roots are clearly 
well separated in modulus from the subsidence roots by virtue of the high 
frequency of the oscillation: Thus the first requirement for the 
application of the weakly coupled approximation is satisfied. The 
second condition relates to the modal content of eigenvectors associated 
with the eig; envalue sets. This information is given in Fig. 3.4. In 
particular the ratio (V/V, ) for the aperiodic modes and (V6 /Vi 
for the oscillatory mode are small enough to validate the second 
assumption i. e. that the oscillatory mode is mainly in sideslip and the 
subsidences are mainly sideways motions. Both the assumptions on the 
root separation and modal content improve as the incidence increases. 
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The approximate characteristics using (3.9) and (3.10) are 
shown as the first approximation in Figs. 3.2 and 3.3. and can be seen 
to give very good agreement with the exact results. Application of the 

second approximation, (3.17) and (3.18), for the oscillatory damping and 
frequency achieves an excellent comparison, as shown in Fig. 3.2, over 
the incidence range considered. Using (3.22) the approximate dutch roll 
ratio .C4/ v') , for the oscillation, can be obtained and compared. with 
the exact ratio given by (3.19) where (vo / v) is taken from Pig. 3.4" 
The comparison is shown in Fig. 3.4. as trag second approximation. Note 
that the first approximation, given by 1/ VV,. , would appear as a 
line on the real axis. 

Flight experience with the H. P. 115 revealed that the oscillatory 
mode became unstable at an incidence of approximately 190, some 40 lower 
than the present predictions (REF. 3.6). It is thought that this 
discrepancy could be due in part to the assumption of constant height in 
the theory. Thera are indications (REF. 3.8 p. 11) that the thrust 

available in the aircraft was not sufficient to maintain trimmed level 
flight at high incidence and hence a descent angle should be included in 
the analysis. The main effect of including this modification can be seen 
in-the approximations derived. In the first approximation to the 

oscillation damping (3.13) it can be shown that, for a given flight 
incidence, the term Iy, / W. ) will increase with increasing. descent 

angle and, since this. term is destabilizing, the incidence at which the 
damping vanishes decreases. The approximation can therefore be used to 

explain the apparent discrepancy. 

EXAIMPLE 2- The B. A. C. 221 

This aircraft, with its ogee wing planform, was constructed with 
the aim of examining the aerodynamic and handling characteristics of 
slender aircraft at subsonic and supersonic speeds. The early part of the 
research progarne was concerned with flight behaviour at low speeds. A 
general description of the low speed handling of the B. A. C. 221 can be 
found in REF- 3.9. The data appropriate to the present study are located 
in Table 3.3. and Fig. 3.5. together with a plan view of the wind tunnel 
model used to obtain the aerodynamic derivatives. The derivatives were, 
extracted from REP. 3.10. znd'converted to a body axes system coincident 
with the principal axes of inertia. The CL. vs. d curve in 
Fig. 3.5. was taken from Fig. 1. of REF. 3.11. corresponding to trimmed 
elevator angles taken from REF. 3.12. 

The and 13 coefficients for the system matrix in 
(3.3) can be found in Table 3.4. The computed eigenvalues and eigen- 
vectors in the dimensional form are displayed in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7. 
together with the weak coupling approximations. The approximation cannot 
be expected to give good results for d> 220 since the requirement of 
root modulus separation is not satisfied and, indeed, the approximations 
become progressively worse at higher incidences. From Fig. 3.6. it can 
be see that at 19° a second oscillation, composed mainly of' 
sideways motion'C v: ) ' forms and it is this oscillation which finally 
becomes unstable at Q(_ = 23.50. The improvement in the approxima- 
tion achieved by an application of the second approximation was 

. insi ificant at all values of. incidence. Turning to the eigenvector 
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display, Fig. 3.7, again it can be see that the (Ve I v) ratio for the 
'V' mode (top diavgrarn) and the Cv/v. G) ratio for the Vc mode 

(bottom diabrav) are becoming large enough at ad 220 to deem the 
approximation invalid. Below this incidence the trend is predicted for 
the dutch roll ratio (middle dia; -ram) by the second approximation 
although the out of phase component is somewhat lower than the exact 
values. 

The peculiar characteristics of the P. A. C. 221 at high incidence 
can be attributed to bursting of the concentrated vortex flow over the 
leeside ding surface predicted to occur at oC ': -- 22° (F=-- 3.12). On 
the other hand observations in flight (RE. 3.13) indicate that vortex 
bursting doe, not occur on the H. P. 115 wing until much higher incidences 
that are outside the range considered for this aircraft. 

EXL"IPLE 3- The Prot tYDe Concorde 

The Concorde also has an ogee wing as shown in Fig. 3.8. 
although considerable design effort has achieved more satisfactory aero- 
dynamic characteristics than the previous example, as will be seen, The 
relevant data located in Table 3.5. and Fig. 3.8. was supplied to the 
author in the form- of ?. 3.14. Included in the aerodynamic derivatives 
is the effect of the "moustaches" which are small foreplanes located on 
the underside of the nose. Also included in the data in Fig. 3.8. are 
estimates of the acceleration derivatives t' and nv. It can 
be easily shown that the contribution from these derivatives merely 
affect-the coefficients oli and 134. in (3.3); in fact, the 
extra terms appear in exactly the same way as the -PV and llv terms 
appear in of3 and ß3 . Hence the additions to oft,, and E3t4. 
become, 

where 

y -'` el, V 
-i- n s' ty-. ij. ý " 

Qo, + we ýý 

r 
PV -F nVrb 44 Or 

PV -i f'z I? 

NL(. x%(I-exe2) 

"x-1 

I7 - nv -ý C°_ X eý 

PZ ii= (I-rt'xe1) 

(3.22a) 

(3.22b) 

(3.23) 

The o( and coefficients for Concorde are tabulated in Table 
3.6. The computed eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the system matrix in 
(3-3) a --e shown in i: s. 3.9 -- 3.12. along with the approximation for 
comparison. The effect of the acceleration derivatives is exposed by 
including the eigenvalues for ev = 0-..; -0 (see rigs. 3.10,3.11). 
The effect is seen to be quite small. Overall the approximations are 
less accurate than the previous examples particularly the second 
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approximation for the frequency of the oscillation (Fig. 3.9). The 
author has not been able to find a rational explanation for this 
situation. The magnitude of as shown in Fir. 3.11. does make 
the assumption on the root modulus separation a little suspect and the 
ratios ("i) for the oscillatory mode and ('J/v') for the aperiodic 
modes in rig. 3.12 are clearly not small compared to unity. However, 
the trends are predicted correctly and the reason for the improved 
stability of Concorde compared to the previous examples can be attributed 
directly to the relatively high and low ra6mitude of P and OP 
respectively in the approximate damping given by (3.13). 

We now consider the lateral motions of. aircraft in more 
conventional low incidence flight situations. 

3.3 Conventional Lateral Motions 

We require to derive a form of (3.1) that is more suitable for 
approximating the classical spiral, dutch roll and roll subsidence modes. 
Let us assume that the oscillatory dutch roll mode is again dominated by 
the sideslip variables, (V ; ?) and that the roll mode is dominated by 
the roll rate As in the previous analysis for high incidence. 
flight, we wish to separate the lateral velocity of the aircraft centre 
of Gravity from the sideslip velocity except that for flight at low 
incidence any sideslip generated through rotary motions will arise mainly 
from yawing. In fact it is more appropriate to. work in terms of 
'stability axes' for the classical modes, in which case yti/c 0 and 
no sideslip is produced throu.;; h rolling. The lateral acceleration 
(a more convenient variable to use) can then be written in the separated 
form, 

v=ý! 
c - L1s c (3.24) 

Introducinr; (3.24) into (3.1) and eliminating the yaw rate r, the 
equations of motion can be fairly easily re-arranged in terms of the 
motion variables f V;, 

,v, 
ý/ 

,p3. 
The system. matrix can then 

be written in the three level, partitional form (REF- 3.15). 
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As shown 3.15) (for controlled longitudinal motions), the 
approximating polynomials for a three level partitional system (3.25) 

are given by, 

` ýj ct1 Cz 

spiral mode - 4ýý . J, -X -etº - -CC, z 
e 13J Cap C-33 X31 (3.26) 

dutch roll mode . 1ýý. 

moll subsidence mode - 
aA 

ý- 
C33 

J-0 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

With yp =r=p, the expanded forms of these approximate poly- 
nomials take the form, 

spiral mode 
fv 

- . 
ýý 

=, (3.29) 

2ý 

dutch roll mode - J\1,3 +&2,3 + 3.30) 

" ePý 

roll subsidence node -4= gyp' (3.31) 
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For cases where the dutch roll roots are of higher modulus than the 
roll subsidence root their relative position in the partitional system 
(3.25) can be reversed and the approximating polynomials become, 

` 
- .ÄI=E, +e, 

(0, 
-" 'r, 

) (3-32) roll subsidence rode 
Ov, 

dutch roll mode v 
(3.33) 

The expression for XI 
remains unchanged. 

We must expect that the dutch roll damping given by (3.30) and (3.33) 

will be in error except in special situations. Once again the error 
will be due to the. assumption that this mode can be described in terms 
of the sideslip-velocity of the aircraft referred to an axes system 
passing through the centre of gravity. The approximation to the small 
spiral root given by (3.29) and the roll subsidence root given by (3.31) 
are well established results (REF. 3.5 p. 418) and do not require further 
comment. 

We will now apply the foregoing analysis to two examples which 
serve to show the attributes and shortcomings of the approximation 
technique. The examples are taken from American texts and hence-the 
notation is slightly different; details of the relevant conversion are 
given in Appendix A. 

EXAi. - LE 1 -- North American X. B. -70.1 in horizontal fli,:.: ht 

This example is taken from RET'. 3.169 where detailed descrip- 
tions of the flight conditions are given at three Fach numbers. The 
relevant data for the present study can be found in Table 3.7. All 
three flight conditions are at low Ci.: values and although the 
aircraft in question has a slender delta wing we might expect the 
natural modes to resemble the classical form. The computed eigenvalues 
and corresponding; approximations derived from (3.29), (3.30) and (3.31) 

are compared in Table (3.8 
. 

The comparisons show fairly good agreement although the 
oscillation damping is, once again, not too well predicted. One-could 
carry out a perturbation analysis, assuming small damping in this mode, 
to find the contribution to the damping. force from the other approximate 
modes ( Vc and p motion) but this improvement will not be pursued in 
this thesis. 
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EXAF'LE 2- Hypothetical Jet Transport 

This example forms the basis of the numerical studies in 
REP. 3.17, where full details of the geometric, inertia and aerodynamic 

'characteristics are given. The data pertinent to the present study are 
located in Table 3.9. Following the presentation. in REP. 3.17, we will 
investigate the stability characteristics of this aircraft over the speed 
ranse 250 <V 800 ft/s. In REP. 3.17(p. 370) approximations are 
derived for these characteristics that correspond very closely to those 
given by (3.29), (3.32) and (3.33) thou=1 based on somewhat different 
physical and mathematical arguments. 

The computed and approximate characteristics are shown in 
Pigs. 3.13 and 3.14 as the number of cycles to half amplitude 0411, ) and 
the period T for the oscillation and the dimensional eigenvalues 
for the aperiodic modes. For the latter the agreement is seen tobe 
excellent. The period of the oscillation is also predicted well but the 
damping (hence Nvz ) becomes progressively worse as the speed decreases. 
This error must be-attributed to the inability of a purely sideslip 
motion. to approximate the oscillatory mode. There is strong evidence 
(REF. 3.5 P"424), of course, that the derivatives C'v and /)v 
have a significant effect on the oscillatory stability boundary for 
conventional aircraft configurations. whereas, as in the case of 
inertially slender configurations, the approximate damping given-by (3.33) 

shows no dependence on these sideslip derivatives. To incorporate these 
effects one would have to derive a similar approximation with reference 
to an axis system that does not pass through the aircraft centre of 
gravity, or carry out a perturbation analysis on the full equation of 
motion to include the coupling with the sideways and roll mode. Neither 
of these possible improvements is attempted in this thesis. 

Since the lower speeds of the present example correspond to 
quite high incidences it might be expected that the approximations 
derived for flight at high incidence, assuming a mainly rolling 
oscillation, would be more appropriate here. Converting, the derivatives 
to geometric body ayes and finding the approximate damping as given by 
(3.13) shows a hopeless comparison with instability being predicted at 
the lower speeds. It seems that this type of approximation should be 
retained for inertially slender aircraft. 

The approximations developed in this section serve mainly to 
illustrate how the various aerodynamic derivatives(hence design features) 
inertial properties and gravitational components combine to produce the 
dynamic characteristics of the aircraft lateral motions. Armed with this, 
hopefully more wholesome, understanding of the linear problem we now 
embark on an investigation of nonlinear problems of lateral dynamics, in 
particular those associated with aerodynamic nonlinearity. 
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-CHAPTER 4- NONLINEAR SIDESLIP OSCILLATIONS AT HIGH INCIDENCE 

4.1 Introduction 

The results of the previous chapter indicate that for slender. 
configurations flight at high incidence might be impaired by a 

reduction in the damping of *the oscillatory mode. In the event that a 
high enough incidence is reached to cause instability in this mode it is 
of interest to Imow how the motion will develop. Generally speaking, we 
would like to 1aiow whether the stability boundary is safe in the sense 
that motions will be self limiting or dangerous where the instability 
persists with growing amplitudes. We also require to know how stable is 
flight at incidences lower than the critical value since a large enough 
disturbance may cause a divergent motion to develop. The linear theory 
is clearly inadequate in this respect and hence we need to consider any 
nonlinear effects'that exist. 

The predictions of the linear theory reveal that, at least for 
the H. P. 115 aircraft, the oscillatory mode of interest involves mainly 
sideslip motion and therefore it is to be expected that any nonlinearity 
of the rolling and yawing moments with sideslip velocity will have a 
significant effect on the oscillation. Results from the data sources of 
all three slender aircraft considered indicate that both the static aero- 
dynamic moments have a nonlinear variation with sideslip velocity at 
high incidence. These variations are primarily caused by the changes in 
position and strength of the vortices over the-winG and those springing 
from the forebody. Any vortex bursting that occurs will add further 
substance to the nonlinear effect. Assuming that the aerodynamic 
moments are asymmetric functions of sideslip angle it is straightforward 
to incorporate these nonlinearities. into the equations of motion 
developed in Appendix A. This is achieved by allowing the derivatives 

ev and lr to depend on V in a symmetric fashion. 

A-second nonlinear effect will appear in the gravitational 
term in the sideforce equation and in the kinematic' relations if the roll 
angle is not assumed small. To simplify the analysis we will neglect 
this effect which will in fact only begin to make its presence felt for 
roll angles greater than about 200. The restrictions of the nonlinearity 
to one-variable does give rise to far reaching simplifications in the 
analysis and with this in mind we make the further assumption that the 
inertial nonlinearities are negligible. This assumption is justifiable 
if the angular rates are small. 

This leads us to the third assumption of constant incidence 
during the oscillation and this is perhaps the most significant. If we 
assume that the oscillation is a pure rolling motion about an axis 
coincident with the incidence datum-line then the incidence will be 
related to the roll angle 4 through the expression. 

N' _ S'enOO COS (/ (4.1) 
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When - 8;; is 251 and -4 is 201 the incidence W is 
reduced to about 23.40. Now if-the aerodynamic derivatives are 
changing significantly at high incidence then it could be argued. -that 
any effect that changes the incidence by only 120 should contribute to 
the development of the motion. Indeed, if the measured dapping on a 
purely rollin' wind tunnel model passes through zero at some incidence 
then the oscillatory motion could be self lizitin.; due to the variation 
of the damping with roll angle through the mechanism described above. 
A real example having this characteristic will be described in the next 

chapter but for the case of an aircraft in flight we must also take into 
account the response in the longitudinal motion. Any incidence changes 
due to wing rolling. will give rise to a response primarily in the short 
period mode with incidence changes of the same order as those initially 
caused by the lateral motion. The problem will thus grow considerably 
in complexity and therefore for the main part of the forthcoming 
analysis we will assure that the aerodynamic derivatives remain constant 
during the oscillation at the values appropriate to the trimmed flight 
state. 

4.2 Approximations for the Nonlinear Theory 

We therefore proceed to investigate the effect of the above 
mentioned aerodynamic'nonlinearity. on the lateral oscillation of 
slender aircraft. Assuming the aerodynamic moments to have a cubic 
variation with sideslip velocity we can write, 

!) (v) = fvr, + ()v1 V 

e, r(y) = e, .%v 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

For this representation the equations of motion in the sideways/sideslip 
partioned form can be readily obtained simply by replacing the constant- 
sideslip derivatives t )v 

+ 
ev 

. 
by their nonlinear counterparts given 

in (4.2), (4.3). 

The equations therefore take the same basic form as (3.3) with 
a3 and P? now functions of V. In fact, we can write, 

1' 03 ýýl = olio 
-t- d, 

= V (4.4) 

PI (V) (4.5) 
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Where Q 3c ý 
3zß are given by the linearized expression (3.4c) and (3.4g), and, 

tai 
=yQý VLF i- z '* 

l 13 *- l3 0' 
1 (4.6 ) 

yq +4Jc) , 0ýrl (4.7) 

Where Zvi k 
and n� can be written in terms of PvL and O�,. 

in exactly the same way as e and C) given by (3.5), (A. 10) 
and (A. 11). The equations then take the same form as (2.57), (2.58) 
and we will therefore begin the analysis of the nonlinear problem by 
applying the approximations derived in Chapter 2 for these equations. 
We therefore assume that the coefficients /3, , J32 and the 
combination (3zi vz are small so that we can write the equations 
in the form (2.60), (2.61) suitable for application of the perturbation 
scheme. 

A result of particular importance is the approximate amplitude 
envelope 4c(r) given by (2.69), which can be written in the form, 

4 
ei 

c`ß'1 1 Ný'Lt 31- :z 
as. Qo (4.8) 

Wci 
) 

where t is the approximate linear dampin given by (3.17. The 
limit cycles are therefore obtained by equating the right side of (4.8) 
to zero. 

Assuming; ; il >7 c, , which will generally be the case and 
writing, 

c/ z=n .J1+J '1'ý ) (4-9) 

p? ý = nýý 
`º2. Y2) (4.10) 
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With 

1 

dI= yp ex 
.`-r 

C'-e e3' iZ izz 

" y(t ý 

(4.11) 

fit 
-Z-4 

(l-e, 4e. 
z)v; i� czx 

and YL we can express the limit cycles of 
(4.8) in the form, 

C-L =32_2 
ý1 * (°l,. z- par, ) 

jzy: )( e! di 3*) 13aß 
ý2 

where V` (= Qc (, z) ) is the sideslip amplitude in the limit 
cycle. The frequency of the limit cycle oscillation can be obtained 
from (2.70)'and reduces to. the form, 

ý Cý, +J=YZý Gýý =W-J4y, - --- (4.13) 
-(dar 

where 4)", is given by (3.18 
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The limit cycle function OL 
, given by (4.12), for the 

H. P. 115 described in the previous section-, is displayed in Fig. ^-. 1. 
for various values of. 'YZ . The nearly linear. variation of 3 

with incidence can be attributed to the nearly linear variation of the 
Routhian for the H. P. 115 in the vicinity of the critical incidence (ci. ) 

The close connection of the-incidence dependýn+ terms in (4.12 and the 
Routhian was revealed in Chapter 2 (cf. 2.72'. An examination of 
Fig. 4.1. clearly shows where the present approximation predicts limit 

cycles. They can exist at incidences both above and below the critical 
value. Thus if fl v2, is negative, limit cycles can exist for c( ) of 
only if el is positive; the situation is reversed for d< dc. " 
For n v1. positive and . of > ott , limit cycles are possible for 

all positive values of 61�2 and a limited range of negative values; 
again the situation is reversed for oC < oCc . It is intuitively 

clear that all limit cycles for represent stable periodic 
solutions and all limit cycles for o! < old represent unstable 
periodic solutions. This is because the asymptotic stability of the 

equilibrium trim state for v <, (c and the instability of the trim 

state for ol. > äc are not effepted by the nonlinear terms in the 

equations of motion. 

An interesting feature of the present approximation is that 
it points directly to the nonlinear coupling term o' vZ, in the 

sideways motion equation, as the main cause of the limit cycle 
behaviour. According to (4.12)if Paz is zero then no limit cycles 
are possible. If we ignore the small derivatives dpi and yT' 
in the expressions for j, and ;L in (4.11) then this condition 
is satisfied when, 

nVI, -t- ex f", =o (4.14) 

If this is the case, then providing the oscillation remains a primarily 
sideslip motion, there is no mechanism in the sideways equation to 
produce the phase change between sideslip and sideways motion to 

stabilise the oscillation. 

Another result to be gleaned from (4.12) is that the limit 
cycle behaviour is a strong function of the product of inertia term ex 
In fact if the product of inertia is zero then the function 6j- is 
a very weak function of 1(Z indeed, indicating that, although yawing 
motion is practically absent, the yawing moment 0-1(v) v can be large 
and have a significant effect on the damping of the motion. It should 
be noted that if (4.14) is satisfied at the critical incidence or, more 
correctly when VA* vanishes, then the function c7L - becomes 
indeterminate indicating that the equilibrium. in the tV '/') phase 
portrait remains a centre after the inclusion of the nonlinear cubic 
terms. The si nificance of this condition will be explored further 
following- an application of the more. extensive approximation method 
outlined in section 2.5. 
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The transient response characteristics of the nonlinear oscillation can 
be determined by solving (4.8). The solution to an equation of this 
type is given by (2.29), which, for (4.6) takes the form, 

NV 

aa (--t )- e 

VL. .1 

(4.15) 

where 
ýo is a constant depending on the initial conditions. Note 

that, from (4.12), Vß. 2' can actually be negative, implying, that VI- 
does not exist. Now (4.15) can be written in the simpler form, 

-q- (r) ', (r) 

2t Iz 

where ejIý' (4ctt) 

cýfý dt. 

(4.16) 

The different types of transient behaviour depicted by (4.15 can be 
illustrated by the function kjJ in (4.16) for three ranges of X 

(a) )10 the oscillation grows up to or decays 
away from the stable or unstable limit cycle 
respectively, at 4- 1 t, Y4 o 

(b) -t<')L <0 no limit cycle exists and the 
oscillation brows unbounded or decays to zero 
depending on the sign of N Yý .. 0 "c 
since Viz <o 

(c) < -1 again limit cycles are at i4' ý 
and oscillation either brows away from or decays 
to steady value for initial values outside limit 
cycle. ý" \/i 40 since ,e 

We now*turn to the application of the second approximation 
scheme developed in Chapter 2 whereby the system equations are 
transformed into a canonical form (2.73a), (2.73b) serving to separate 
the critical and non-critical variables of the equations. By setting 
to zero the contributions from the non-critical variables in the 
equation for the critical variables we attempt, as described in. 
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Chapter 2, to deduce the periodic solutions that bifurcate off the 
linear oscillation t by analysinthe abbreviated two- 

0 
critical subsystem (2.83). Again, by incorporating the 

slow time scale L in the analysis we are able to determine the 
behaviour of trajectories close to the periodic solutions; in other 
words the transient response functions and associated limit cycles. 

Since the nonlinearity appears only in the sideslip velocity 
V it is convenient to transform the equation of motion into the 

fourth order nonlinear companion form for which the analysis is 
presented in section 2.6. It is quite straightforward to obtain the 
required equation from the nonlinear form of (3.3) and this can be 
expressed in the same form as (2.95), i. e. 

dvv CCv) + dtvl 
-ý o (4.17) 

CI t CAL C1 J-'- . 
dý- 

The coefficient ca, and the functions Uv) 
, C(v) J(v) 

can be 
written in terms of the of and coefficients of (3.3) as 
follows, 

Cl jV-. C , ), -t- ý l. ") 
(4.18a) 

bm 
= 

Lºv"4- 62V 1- (-1374-011 +011P, -4. j? ) V -- 
ß32 V3 (4.18b) 

3 3.. 
CCv) C1d. +C3 V =ý 3ca d3ýýz+ýý (A24-4i )V (4.18ß) 

3 
ciCv1 = d, v+d3V2 (4.18d) 

Where the linear coefficients are given in (3.4) and the nonlinear 
coefficients ds1 j3j 

, are given in (4.6), (4.7). In terms of the 
aerodynanic derivatives the coefficients 10, 

, 
63 etc. take the 

form, 
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bt _c nr'ýnri- ývoýyp+wcý- f), (9�-i1c) 

Ct= v' ( i"r o p' _n r' ep ' ýýP ý-ý M, t i` 
ýY6 /1 (' "- ýr n ýt z 

d+ = -ý, (nvýa (eýý -- - eve (nr `-- 

L3 
- 

fvl (y? "j- 
41ýcý. -- 

DV2 (vr I- Lje) 
. 

-11 

C3 =e 
(I. 

vi, tso) -OP1(9F-iie) - ýý +o , er r'-Uc) rý'rýyý, wt)M fr ADýI v, 1 

d3 
= ji 

(v, (C'--e e 
IIýýýo) -ývL 

CýCIc' 
- r1p 

ý 
+ý90)) 

(4.19) 

The abbreviated critical system to be analysed takes the form 
of (2.108) with the amplitude envelope and frequency correction given by 
(2.110) and (2.116) respectively. To proceed with the analysis we 
require to determine the artificial values of Q,, ý, 

1C, , 
(i, necessary 

to maintain a zero Routhian over the whole incidence range of interest. 
We choose these coefficients so that the two non-critical eigenvalues 

ý,, 
3ýZ) and the linear oscillation frequency (h) c) are 

preserved correctly over the incidence range. Therefore, setting, 

Ci ,= e710-f- 2 u'. DI = b, o-#' cbi. 

(4.20) 

CI = C, o-t 'ic" 
cl ,, 

we require that Qac Jc 
i co,, 

relations, (cf. 2.98). 
and clco satisfy the 
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alo eta = QIc We 

\` 2d+ 002(4.21) ýfU 
ý /ý1 AL 

ýC ýd 

so that, 

2 Qta o Cro - C'ýc -- Cc+o Ciia O' (4.22) 

The appropriate values of the: coefficients Q&' , 
41C 

, 64'e j 
d+G 

for the H. P. 115, satisfying (4.21) and (4.22) are given in Table 4.1. 
for the incidence range 200 oý .C 26°. 

The amplitude envelope for the present approximation is given 
by (2.1.10) and the steady state limit cycle amplitude by (2.115). The 
latter can be written in the form, 

vyVL2 = 

ý' ýý Pý + P2 Yý. 
(4.23) 

Where VL is the sideslip velocity amplitude in the limit cycle, p 
is the damping in the oscillation (Real part of complex eigenvalüe), 

ý's 
4Lt 

.Ct 
CtGa. \C - CLG, (4.24) 

(4.25) 

Lei and tai are the coefficients of +"ý. and in the 
denominator R1 of (2.115). 
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RZ 
Cl la C%p 

3 -1, Qto L 
C3 (1 

s cl3 
-2 C%i; C3 (4.26) 

L 

to, and X92. are thus obtained fror (4.19) in conjunction with 
(A. 9), (A. 10) and (A. 11), and are included in Table (4.1. ) for the 
H. P. 115 example, along with p and b 

The sideslip limit cycle function Oý. can be computed 
with the data of Table 4.1. and is shown by the full lines in Fig-4.2. 
for various values of Yz (bifurcation theory approximation). In 
general the agreement with the previous approximation (Fig. 4.1. ) is 
seen to be fairly good. The frequency correction is given by (2.117) 

and hence the frequency ratio in the limit cycle can be written in. the 
form 

Z 

(4.27) 
Ct6 fJZ 

where . NO, is the linear oscillation frequency, The results for 
the frequency ratio corresponding to the computed values of a-4_ are 
shovm in rig. 4.3. as the full lines. 

The results of the present approximation indicate that the 
vanishing, of the denominator in (4.23) is again closely approximated by 
(4.14) i. e. -when the effective value of the nonlinear sideslip derivative, 

ITV, &- = nrZ + -e,, vanishes. Again, if this occurs at 
the critical incidence when .. 

ý.. ý vanishes then the equilibrium at 
this incidence remains a centre in the third approximation. That this 
is actually the case for any values of the coefficients. '13 , t3 , 
and d3 can be seen if we search for periodic solutions of the non- 
linear companion problem given by (4.49) in terms of Jacobian Elliptic 
functions. 

Setting 

v(&) = a- en ( ot) R). - (4.28) 

we can write, 

cV = --O4ýnGa ýhi In(wýý) (4.29) 
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dtv 
_ 1JZ tI-2V -- , tax v3 (4.30) 

c: I-- a2 

G1zZ (4.31) 

dý dý a 
Lt v 

-- 
w c1-21)d? v G -1(v2d? v Z v/cýv ) 

d= 
(4.32) 

uz n2 zldUJ dt 

Multiply (4.30) by an arbitrary constant 
ýz 

and (4.31) by 
by adding (4.30): (4.31) and (4.32). we obtain 

CI ý4 a1 3a Lz az 

t2 

Liý , - dý 

(1-2tl%V+2 v3ý 
p (4.33) 

If we now associate the coefficients in (4.33) with the coefficients 
a, , k, 

, c, , 
d, 

, h, etc. given by (4.18), then two of the necessary 
conditions for (4.28) to be an exact solution of (4+. 17) can be written 
in the form, 

ýr Di Ct - er zz 
-ý Ui dr 

-- p' 

(ii 
blC3 

-F (21 C, b2 
.- 

d3 Q12 _2 ei C. -- 0 (4-34) 
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The first of these conditions is easily recognised as the vanishing of 
the Routhian while the second corresponds to the vanishing Of RZ 
in (4.26). The amplitude a is of course arbitrary and hence this 
oscillation will have the character of a centre in the (N 

) %') mane. 

The use of Elliptic functions for fourth order problems such 
as the companion problem described above does seem to have some 
potential. A perturbation procedure based on these functions could be 
developed but the author has-found difficulties in the selecting of the 
periodicity conditions for the higher order approximation. As a result 
of this these ideas will not be pursued any further in this thesis. 

Returning to the main theme of the Chapter it is appropriate, 
before comparing the results obtained with numerically integrated 
solutions, to examine a third approximate technique mentioned in 
Chapter 2. Assuming a Fourier Series expansion for the sideslip limit 
cycle oscillation, we write, as a first approximation to a symmetric 
oscillation, 

V (&) Vý cas w1 (4.35) 

Substituting (4.35) and its time derivatives into (4.17) and equating 
the components of Co S to and sin wb to zero, we obtain the two 
relations, 

bI) 1 vi. 2/(cI 
t c7 vv. Z) 

- 
(t ý+ a12(d i "r d. ? V,, " )=0 (4-36) 

W _3 2 
el+ ZC3Vy 

QI 

These relations are simply the nonlinear Routhian and frequency 

(4.37) 

obtained by adding to the linear coefficients b, d, the 
nonlinear coefficients 2 63 V&, 2 ýj. C3 V- 2 3/" th 1/ý 2" 
Now (4.36) is a bi-quadratic in �%L2 and can be written as, 

(cßb2c3_c3)VLi- 

. ý- Qr b, t1 - c, 1-a. 2 d1 -a (4.38) 
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The constant term in (4.38) is recognised as the linear Eou-thian Re 

Introducing the limit cycle amplitude function G.. and the 
parameter 'yz . as defined in (4.23) and (4.25) respectively, we can 
write (4.38) in the convenient form, 

s 
m2Y" + Yz+ flz) ýý. -; - Iýý =0 (4.39) 

Now (4.39) will admit, for a given value of Y' , either two real 
values of C'L or a complex conjugate pair. The significance of 
the two solutions can be understood in the following terms. Since the 
quantities Y V)v J1 and 1 -evz V can be regarded as 

increments in the sideslip derivatives nf and fvo then (4.39) 

can be interpreted as an equation defining the locus of points on the 
(rig', eve ) plane for which the Routhian vanishes. Such stability 

diagrams are familiar in stability and control work and examples can be 
found in most text books WT. 3.5 p. 424). The two real solutions to 
(4.39) have the following meaning. The Routhian for a fourth order 
system vanishes when two roots of the characteristic equation (eigen- 

values of the system matrix) are equal in magnitude but opposite in 
sign. This situation occurs when the real part of a complex conjugate 
pair vanishes or when two real roots of equal modulus have opposite 
signs. For the linear problem the two cases are distinguished by the 
sign of the ratio of the coefficients Cl and U, i. e. the 
coefficients of X and V in the characteristic equation. If 

e1 and u, have the same sign then a vanishing Routhian 
corresponds to a complex pair crossing the imaginary a:, -is in the 
complex plane, whereas if C1 and C{, are of opposite sign a 
vanishing Routhian signifies that two equal and opposite real roots 
exist. For the case of (4.39) then, only the former case is of 
interest so that when two real solutions for ß"L exist, the one 
corresponding to the real frequency, given by (4.37), is the correct 
limit cycle value. 

The 
, numerical values for the coefficients mo, On ., fn u etc. 

in (4.39) for the H. P. 115 over the incidence range of interest are given 
in Table 4.2. The computed values of d"L for various values of y 
are displayed, along with the previous approximation, as the broken 
lines in Fig. 4.2. (denoted Nonlinear Routhian approximation). The 
frequency ratio, computed from (4.37) are compared in Fig. 4.3. The 
similar trends produced by all three approximations is certainly 
encouraging. Some numerically integrated solutions using Nerson's 
Method are shown in these figures. Only the stable limit cycles for 

o> 23 o were investigated numerically. and the agreement is seen to 
be very good indeed. Fig. 4.4. is a portion of the ntuaerically 
integrated limit cycle re- onse for the H. P. 115 at 260 incidence with 

'ly/Z =o and /1Vx = 20 n. ' which serves to illustrate the 
main characteristics of the oscillatory motion. We see that the 
normalized yaw rate r is small enou for our previous assumptions 
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regarding sideslip generated by yaw to be valid. The roll rate 
can thus be assured to be 90o out of phase with the roll angle 4. 
The motion can therefore be been as a primarily rolling oscillation 
with a small component of sideways velocity yo 

. The roll angle in 
the limit cycle is about 17° nayimumc When is a maximum, 
corresponding to zero roll angle then v= vc . Therefore as the 
aircraft passes through zero roll angle, in rolling from port to 
starboard, it also has a residual sideways velocity Jc to port. 
The oscillation can be-described as_ an 'inside the barrel' roll. The 
phase angle between 'I and uc is crucial to the development 
of the limit cycle. From Fig. 3.6. we see that linear theory predicts 
a phase angle of approximately 76 between sideslip velocity Z/ and 
sideways velocity vc . The maximum amplitude ratio is about. 0.24. 
The phas8 angle in the limit cycle can be estimated. from Fi`. 4.4. to be 
about 660 with the amplitude ratio t Veiv) remains about 0.24. This 
change in phase ankle of about 10° takes place as the oscillation is 
growing and finally results in a 'stabilisation' of the motion. 

4.3 Assessment of the Various Aunroxirnations and Review of 
Assumptions. 

It is appropriate at this stake to discuss to some extent the 
relative merits of the foregoing approximations for the nonlinear 
oscillations of slender aircraft at high incidence. It is not intended 
to enter into a detailed value analysis of the different methods but 
instead the main attributes and weaknesses are exposed. 

The use ofd ttýe sideslip/sideways weak coupling analysis relies 
on a fairly good its ive understanding of the problem at hand. L. 
correct choice of motion variables for the pa tioned form of the system 
equations obviously depends on a knowledge of the physical nature of the 
aircraft motions. If the assumed physical basis for the approximation 
scheme yields successful results then it is clear that the use of this 
technique will substantially add to our understanding of the problem. 
This is certainly the case in the application to the H. P. 115 aircraft. 
The sideslip. coefficient (lv2 , associated with a conservative force 
in purely sideslip motion, gives rise to what are essentially non- 
conservative forces when sideslip and sideways motions are coupled. If 
we consider, instead of the geometric body axis sideslip V, a more 
general sideslip velocity associated with an axes displaced from the 
aircraft centre of gravity, then the actual manner in which the 
derivative Ov enters the damping of the oscillation, can be clearly 
seen. To simplify the analysis we will assume that all the derivatives 
due to roll and yaw rates and the sideslip derivative y,, are zero. 
The sideforce, rolling and yawing moment equations then take the form, 

V .- Wo ý .4Vo- (4.40) 

(4.41) 

ý' -ý ova V=0 (4.42) 
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Differentiating (4.40) with respect to time and combining with (4-42), 
the three equations above can be reduced to two in the variables V 
and 

Y"-Wo -; - uc f' 
v, 

-0, - C) (4.43) 

Qvx ýl O (4.44) 

We now introduce a new sideslip velocity 141 referred to an axis 
distilaced a normalised distance 7' along the body Z axis from 
the aircraft centre of gravity. Let, 

vi 
= Yý' iZdý 

Eliminating' I from (4.43), (4.44) we can write, 

cý, -Zpp) - Wo V-, Uo(IV -o 
(4.45) 

t 
j- Pv ( Vº - zai -d4.46) 

If we assume that the roll rate is approximately equal to the 
rate of. change of the Euler angle 4, the sideways velocity can be 
introduced with the relation, 

qo 

t' - wt (4-47) 

where 'ý t ,rc 
We 

SubstituEing for and in (4.45) and (4,46) using (4.47) the 
equation can be written in the form, 
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V2. v 
t We ýý 

ý__U Zc 
-F'Zopvx 

1 
ý, j" 0, t)J i .. 0 

Wovg 
,j 

(4.4$) 

Ni }- uz - \J6 Vº ev vi - 
Pv 

z0 (Vi 
- Vo) =-0 (4.49) 

where 4Z= 2P l* We-zo 
v. 

wo o, 

Eliminating the VI term in (4.48)_and the VC term in (4.49). 

we can write the equation in the first order form given by (3.3). The 
expression for the damping in the VI' mode corresponds to the 
coefficient 12" in (3.3) and we denote this by ß«.. Hence 
we obtain, 

-, L. - y-- 'Z r. 
Pv 

- \'L ýv zo (4.50) 
WC v$ 

If we now assume that Zc is small enough to warrant neglecting terms 
involving powers of -7-o higher than the first, (4.50) reduces to, 

4 
C-- 91 (% -o)+°z, nv (4,51) 

Wd We wo 

IL With Z, equal to zero , j3L reduces to ß34- in (3.4h) with the 
aerodynamic derivatives set to zero. The expression for P '` 
illustrates how the derivative (2v , at least for the simplified 
model considered, effects the damping of the oscillation. Thus if 'ZO 
is negative, implying, an. oscillation axis positioned above the aircraft, 
the contribution from a positive i7v'' to the damping is stabilising. 
The same line of reasonin;; can be applied to the nonlinear case when ny 
depends on 'V" in a quadratic fashion i. e. a positive /1v2, is 
stabilising and a negative (2v2, is destabilising. 
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Generally speaking the oscillatory lateral motion of an 
aircraft can be defined as a sideslip motion about some axis displaced 
and rotated about the body axis.. Along with the frequency and 
damping of. the oscillation, the position of this oscillation axis could 
serve as a useful guide in characterising the oscillatory mode and hence 
in defining suitable handling qualities. Without intending to discuss 
aspects of handling qualities in any detail it is interesting to 
examine a particularly useful quantity of paramount L portance in 
aircraft lateral motions, the dutch roll ratio. For slender aircraft 
configurations this ratio is most conveniently expressed as the ratio of 
roll angle c) to sideslip velocity- V. For the linear theory, 
the sideslip/sideways mode coupling approximation gave very accurate 
predictions for this ratio as indicated in gig. (3.4. ). The theory is 
also capable of predicting the variation of the dutch roll ratio with 
amplitude and in particular the steady state value at the limit cycle. 
Referring to (3.22) we can see that the values of tivC and = v" 
at the limit cycle condition can be written as, 

KYo - RYC 
L2` (4.52) 

1 t7ýý-ý3r 2- 

V2.2. 

(4.53) Týfp = ýVrý 
'+ 2 

d? 
L 

f 
oýº-ßdcý 

ý7;, 
cýzý 

where 
R 

vcL and TV L are given by (3.21a) and (3.21b) 
respectively. Using (4.12) the expressions for RVO and Ivy; 
can be reduced to the approximate form, 

Qvo 
=-_ (4.54) 

ßý ,ýZ+pi 
/3J: 

(4.55) 

13; z 
1 

The approximate dutch roll ratio follows from (3.22), i. e. 

J l--0vc-+c rVL) 
4.56) 4meC Iva 

cyclid 
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The variation of (41j at the limit cycle predicted by (4.56) for 
the H. P. 115 aircraft is shown in ig. '(4.5) as the amplitude and phase 
angle between roll and sideslip. The results are depicted for the 
incidence ran ge 20° Zv 26° and are compared with the 
approximate results from the linear theory. Of most significance in 
Fig. (4.5) is the reversal in the trend of the phase angle variation 
with incidence. The small amplitude linear theory predicts a 
decreasing phase angle while the nonlinear limit cycle analysis 
predicts an increasing phase angle variation. At an angle of incidence 
of, say 26°, it is the increase in the phase angle of about 1 that 
serves to limit the amplitude of the oscillation. One of the 
attributes of the sideslip/sideways mode coupling approximation is its 
ability to readily predict such variations. 

The second approximate technique, referred to as the 
bifurcation approximation, involves a. transformation of the system into 
non-critical and critical motion variables. This decomposition 
requires an apriori knowledge of the. linear system eigenvalues and 
eigenvectoxs involving substantial computations. Of course, for the 
companion matrix, the eigenvectoro follow directly from the eigenvalues 
are shown in (2.101). The required knowledge of the linear system 
characteristics obviously makes this approximation the most extensive 
to apply. The most attractive feature of the bifurcation method lies 
in the quality of the perturbation nethod i. e. a rational and 
systematic approach to the problem. The path to take in order to make 
improvements in the solutions is clearly indicated by the ordering 
scheme adopted. The technique can be extended to cases in which the 
nonlinearity occurs in more than one variable. Thus if'the nonlinear 
terms in the roll angle 4) appearing in the gravitational term 

9; +n d 
%, 

the normalised velocity Wo Cc -C cb and the kinematic 
relation =ý -{- r -E c1n 9o S e- C- were included in the equations 
then it would be appropriatq to recast the equations in terms of the 
motion variables Ic, (P , '/ , 

ý/ 3. With such a state vector 
the eigenvectors can again be easily expressed in terms of the eigen- 
values and hence the analysis would not be much more complicated. For 
more general nonlinear systems the eigenvectors of the system matrix 
would also have to be computed. 

For the case of a single real root of the linear system 
crossing the imaginary axis the approximation locates any equilibrium 
points and their stability characteristic in the following manner. 
Applying the perturbation scheme directly-to the fourth order eauation_ 
(4.17) and setting the required periodic solution of the zeroth order 
problem to a single function of the slow time t, enables us 
to determine the approximate growth characteristics of this 'zero' mode 
by setting to zero the terms independent of the fast time or L) 
on the right side of the first order perturbation equation. It is a 
fairly- straightforward exercise to show that'the bifurcation equation 
in this case takes the form 

ci C1 z .ý+ ýt c -+- 
ý3 

CI o3 cý (4-57) 
ci c Cº ei 
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The zero frequency limit cycles are of course the 'trivial' 
equilibrium points given by, 

ýý, ýý3 Clc (4-58) 

According to (4.57) as initially subsident motion for the case 
ü, 

?O 
CI o can diverge due to a larbe amplitude disturbance if 8I<0 

The case of twö critical modes in the linear system is also 
amenable to the present approximation. The complexity of the case of 
a pair of critical oscillatory modes will generally require a computer 
solution of the bifurcation equations in any parametric analysis. 
Aspects of the stability of the critical cases of two pairs of 
ima; ýinary eibenvalues and of one pair of imaginary eigenvalues and one 
vanishing; real root are discussed. in some detail by Malkin (R 

. 4.1, 
Chapter 6. D. ). 

We turn now to the final approximation utilized whereby the 
limit cycles are predicted by setting, to zero the nonlinear Routhian 
given by (4.36). Of the three techniques employed this gives the best 
comparison with the numerically integrated and since it is quite simple 
to apply it certainly has a lot. in its favour. The sideslip limit 
cycle amplitude can be obtained by a novel graphical method. Since the 
nonlinear terms 3/ n, 12- V, z and 2/,, fix, 'VI-2, appearing in 

the nonlinear Routhian given by (4.36) can be regarded as perturbations 
in the derivatives R�;; and eve respectively then they are 
also a measure of the distance to the oscillatory stability boundary 
from the point C Avg r 

ev ) in the l n. 11 £41 plane. Fiý;. 4.6. 
shows the stability boundaries for the H. P. 115 at 24° of incidence. 
Point A represents the point t /) �ý ; 

{ý�ý) and is of course on the 
unstable-side-of the oscillatory, boundary. For any line from the. 
point A to the stability boundary, such as ABC, there is a corresponding, 
value of Y2. (- (vZ /nrZ) and hence for a given value of 

%lvi the value of �,. 2- can easily be determined. The divergence 
boundary, given by (J j= 0, is also shown on the diagram and 
provided this remains to the right of the oscillatory stability 
boundary the stable limit cycle motions will characterise the response. 
If the point A lies between the two boundaries, i. e. the equilibrium 
has asymptotic stability, then the characters of the response, as 
indicated by Fig. 4.6, will depend on which boundary the point A is 
closer to. 

One of the shortcominj-s of the nonlinear Routhian techniques is that it 
only predicts the limit cycle condition of the oscillation. However, 
in REF. 4.2. a method is proposed for determining the amplitude 
envelope of'the'oscillation, that assumes a slowly varying amplitude 
and frequency, so that the averaging principle can be exploited. For 
an oscillation of the form, 

VCS t= cL cos k; ý 4.59) 
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the equation for ü given in Rrr. 4.2. takes the form, 

Q=XC1 

Z. (4.60) 

with 
a- 

CC-Ca 

where Xc, is the linear damping of the oscillation and CL the 
limit cycle amplitude. Not surprisinbly, there is a close resemblance 
of (4.60) with (2.110) derived from bifurcation theory. 

The technique described above was developed in RE~'. 4.2. for 
application to-the lateral oscillation of the H. P. 115 aircraft 
described earlier in this chapter. Flight experience with this aircraft 
indicated that with the loss in damping of she oscillatory mode there 
developed a motion that appeared to have all the features of a limit 
cycle. With a view to reproducing this motion a dynamic wind tunnel 
simulation was carried out at the Royal Aircraft Establishment 
(REF. 4.3). A similar type of motion was discovered in the wind tunnel 
test although th8 loss of damping appeared at an incidence of about 110 
as. opposed to 19 in flight.. With the data from REF. 4.3. the 
theoretical analysis of RE`F. 4.2 was used to obtain approximate results 
for comparison with the simulation study. As indicated in : REF. 4.2. 
and later in REF. 4.4. the trends of the nonlinear oscillation are 
predicted correctly by including a nonlinear variation of yawing 
moment with sideslip velocity. The sideslip amplitudes, however, are 
overestimated by a substantial amount (2fö - 40iß). Clearly there are 
other nonlinear effects involved in the oscillation absent from the 
theoretical model and it is appropirate at this stage to review some of 
the assumptions made in the construction of the model that leads to the' 
fourth order equation (4.17). 

Results from-numerical integration of the equations of. motion 
with the gravity term allowed to vary as 9; stn 4' and the kinematic 
relation between roll rate and the rate of change of with time 
to vary as 4_ý 

-t- r ý-4n 8c S 'er- 4, show that the response is 
essentially of the same character as with linear 4) terms. The 
response levels in the limit cycle condition are only some 25--7% lower 
with the nonlinear 4i terms included. The assumption of constant 
incidence during the oscillation can only be satisfactorily tested by 
obtaining some numerical. solutions. to the full equations of motion of 
the aircraft although it is probably valid to assume that changes in 
flight speed can be neglected. Adding the heave and pitch equations of 
motion to the lateral subset will thus allow the short period oscillation 
to respond naturally and hence the incidence to vary with the correct 
phase with respect to sideslip. The five degrees of freedom system is 

- described by the equations, (in dimensional form), 
. 
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V i- r 0o 
"- 

\ (wo+ w) = 

M vý ýý 

-t 2 
W±t1- cj Uc .- 

PV Z. z -r ýz. 
rn 

4XX 
._, 

iV (-) P, --i- e (p"ý) -F 
Pr (L) 

kx. 

f cý ` i! 
J 

I 

psv CAI ( 1Z 
Vc. 

Lye 

Z psv957 ( oý( ýý , n, (ý1) +nr(L-1 ) 
-ý f- vf- ) 

. -z z 

with the kinematic relations 

Lh tr cg's %ýº, 6 

8 cý US cý -- r sin cý 

(4.61) 

(4.62) 

(4.63) 

(4.64) 

(4.65) 

(4.66) 

(4.67) 
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where, 

I rin 4 cos & (4.68) 

9z `9 ( cas ý cos e -- 
Cos e) (4.69) 

and,. 

aR (4.70) 

(4.71) 
�ZCýcOG 

W is the perturbation heave velocity along the body z axis, 
the pitch rate, o(' the perturbation incidence defined by 

(4.71). Z. ý ,Md and rn are the normalised longitudinal 
derivatives defined as, 

zd. ýcZýSýRZý Mý /0sv C} 
tM /Ps 4c). e 

(4.72) 

VC- /VIO 

We also have, G yy = ýy7ým ?, the normalised moment of 
f. 

, inertia about the body j axis, and C11 97- 
vt is the reference flight velocity. For purposes of the 

numerical inte. iration of (4.61) to (4.67). the lateral derivatives ? v, 
fp 

,nr etc. are functions of ( 6., -t d'I as 
displayed in Fig. (3.1). Some results from a sample numerical solution 
are shown in Pi 4.7. The trim flight incidence is 25° with a flight 
speed of 40.08 m/sec (%(P, ) 

. Values for the longitudinal derivatives 
were taken from- REF. 4.5. and for the case displayed in Fig. 4.7. are, 

"ZU - -1. ßt and_ -- o. Orb 
, 

mý _ _v. 
t4 
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The. results showm are at the limit cycle condition and are. compared 
with numerical results obtained for the restricted lateral equations. 
The appropriate nonlinearity-in the moment variations with sideslip 
are, 

OVI = ao ()v;. fl/2, =o 

The variation of both sideslip and roll angle are seen to be very well 
predicted by the restricted lateral-equations. Heave velocity Cw) 
varies, as expected, with twice the frequency of the roll oscillation. 
For a restricted rolling motion vJ would vary as 

W= '- 
ýc(%- 

c_L ý) (4.73) 

With We = 17 m/sec and ý 
. 21 cads. W works out at 

about . 37 m/s, a result which compares well with the level of short 
period response shown in Fig. 4.7. We can only conclude that for the 
particular case studied the effect of the short period mode on the 
lateral oscillation is negligible. Numerical solutions computed with 
both lava and n �i. equal to zero indicate that the responses 
will still be limited in amplitude with the overall levels about 
doubled. 
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CHAPTER 5- ASPECTS OF SYST KN IDENTIFICATION 
.. 

5.1 Introduction 

For our purposes the term system identification refers to the 
synthetic construction of a dynamic model of a system based on the known 
behaviour of the system when excited with particular inputs. The 
experimental determination of the aerodynamic forces on a moving body, 
either in a wind tunnel or in flight, is generally based on this type of 
synthesis. The starting point here is the assumption of a certain 
representation of the aerodynamic forces in terms of the motion of the 
body. Such a representation clearly has to be established on both 
physical and mathematical grounds and it will not always be obvious at 
the outset what form this representation should take. A well established 
and now almost habitual formulation involves expressing the forces and 
moments as linear functions of the aircraft's velocities and accelerations 
and hence defining the group of parameters known as stability derivatives. 
The estimation of these derivatives from flight records using numerical 
and statistical techniques is becoming increasingly popular; an 
excellent review of the subject is given in(F'. 5.1). For a great many 
flight situations this type of representation is adequate in providing 
information on the behaviour of aircraft following a disturbance as 
exemplified by the studies in Chapter 3 of this thesis. There are, 
however, essentially two deficiencies in this formulation that make it 
invalid for a number of applications. 

Even within the linearity assumption a more general 
representation of the aerodynamic forces would have to include the 
effect of the past history of the motion. Such effects are particularly 
important in rapid manoeuvering situations where the disturbed air 
will continue to effect aircraft motion for a short time after leaving 
the vicinity of the aircraft. When the velocity perturbations are not 
small or when the flow field around the aircraft changes rapidly with 
flight' condition then. the problem must be treated as a nonlinear one. 
It is not too difficult to imagine both the time history and nonlinear 
effects being present at the same time and in such cases the issue of 
modelling for system identification becomes extremely difficult unless 
there is strong physical evidence for an initial representation. 

For the most part this chapter will be concerned with a 
seemingly straightforward problem, i. e. the representations for and the 
determination of the aerodynamic moment on a single degree of freedom 
hypothetical. wind tunnel model. When the aerodynamic moment can be 
written as an instantaneous nonlinear function of the model motion it is 
shown that the damping moment can be synthesised from measurements of the 
logarithmic decrement for oscillatory motions. The synthesis is carried 
out in an approximate manner with the aid of the analytic techniques of 
Chapter 2. Later in this chapter we will discuss and review aspects of 
time history effects but this section will be of a rather more 
conjectural nature than the previous one. 

We begin by outlining the sort of wind tunnel test situation 
that might be used to predict the linear and nonlinear contributions to 
the aerodynamic forces and moments when these are represented as 
instantaneous functions of the model motion. 
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5.2 Neasurerrent of aerodynamic forces and moments 

A typical set up for a wind tunnel free oscillation test is 
shown in Fig.. 5.1. The model is located on an arm which can be 
rotated about A to change the incidence .; the length of the 
arm O'A is assumed to be adjustable. A mechanical spring (a 

selection of stiffnesses will be available) and-bearing assembly links 
the arm from the pivot point at P to the rotating sting and model. 
The inclination of the whole unit (0) can be adjusted by rotation 
about P so that the axis PO' can be inclined to the axis AG 
through various angles for a given incidence. All the required measure- 
ment transducers are located on the arm Pu' outboard of the spring 
unit. Referring; to Fig. 5-1, for a given incidence S. there are 
four adjustable physical properties, viz. the arm length kO, the 
model centre of gravity position Ao 

, the inclination 4- 0 
and the spring stiffness. 

Let U )V, W be the translational velocities, p and 
r the rotational velocities, Y the sideforce and L., P! the 

rolling and yawing moments respectively of a model fixed axes system 
centred at the model centre of gravity and with the X axis aligned 
along the incidence datum of the model. Denoting the motion of the 
sting axes O'x'Z1 by primed quantities, the model motion can be 
written in the form (REF. 5.2. p. 666). 

s l'sin g) U VR ( cos 6 cos 8 -- sine co 

\=VRGill 6sing 1-'pp, 

yý ý VK (cos @ S, n g+ sin 0 coS O cos s. ) 

p-= p'Cos S p`sin8 

where (Fig. 5.1) Q= ilsirý ö- PCOS 
c1 rcSºt1 40 

ý_ý'$, 
is the roll angle about the axis 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) ' 

(5.4) 

(5.5). 

Oý Xi 
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The rolling moment about the sting axis d'z can be expressed in 
terms of the sideforce and rolling and yawing moments about the model 
axes oXz with the relation, 

L' _YA -{- Lcos cl, +N sin ý (5.6) 

Now the issue of system identification for the present problem is 
resolved, as pointed out earlier, by finding a suitable representation 
for the force y and moments L and N in terms of the motion 
of the model. The required representation, for measurements about the 
rolling sting axis COX` ', is then given by (5.6) together with 
(5.1) - (5.5). If, for example, a linear representation in terms of the 
sideslip velocity C") and roll and yaw rates (p) and (c') 

. is 
assumed, so that, 

Y= (5.7) 

L= Lvv + Lý pf Lr r (5.8) 

N N, rv ± Ný p 1- Nr r (5.9) 

then the rollind moment Lý can be written in the form 0,17- 5.2, 
p. 669) 

ý. ý = -pip' -t' Lv'v (5.10) 

where 
Jý. V Stlt B Stitý. ý 

and cos F +- Nv stn ý' i- l/v 4 (5.11) 

-NPD Sýnsccsý'T tk inL$+[ ýptýYýc$+ l' pý =Lp cos2ý' + (Ltr. 

+t Yr -r Mv) Sin (5.12) 
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Assuming that Lv' and L p, can be measured from a free 
oscillation test, the complete set of derivatives Yv -- Nr can 
be estimated at a 

. 
given oC by varying and A 

In order to determine the aerodynamic characteristics of the 
model for large amplitude oscillations it is clearly necessary to 
replace (5.7) .-(;. 9) by a more general nonlinear representation that 
includes higher order terms in V; ( and perhaps i' 'V 

j) and 
the effect of a changing incidence during the oscillation could also 
appear in the more general representation. The mathematical form of the 
force and moment expansions in terms of the motion variable can always 
be defined in a purely formal sense. The task of determining, on 
physical grounds, which nonlinearities have a significant effect on the 
motion, will however, be quite a formidable task. 

Let us assume that this problem is reduced to the determination 
of a form for the rolling moment about the sting axis in 
terms of the rolling motion. Now the equation of spring restrained 
motion of the model about the sting axis 0' X' will take the general 
form, 

lJ +' ýýZy 

The 'stiffness' C (ý)') will contain contributions of mechanical 
(spring), gravitational (' sIn cý) , and aerodynamic origin. 
Presumably, estimates of the contribution of the latter can be made from 
static tests for comparison with measurements from free oscillation tests. 
Since it has been assumed that the aerodynamic moment is an instantaneous 
function of the motion then the 'damping' moment -\ ( d' 

I c%` 

4/Jba must be, for small rates, proportional to wren for large 

oscillation rates the aerodynamic moment, when 81% is zero, 

must reduce to the contribution in LC`i if d 2.411 ýý z is small. 

In general the only satisfactory way of determining, at least 
qualitatively, the internal structure of the function 

would be to actually measure the damping moment. One method of achieving 
this would be to measure the acceleration c)2 /d 1, subtract the 

statically measured stiffness C-C and finally examine in detail 
the remaining moment as 'a function of the notion. In this way the 
function h( ch' -1 (\ q; ' /cjý ,""-) could be gradually built up and a 
tentative representation proposed for the system identification scheme. 
It is not proposed to dwell on this particular synthesis issue here but 
instead a method is constructed for estimating the. parateters of a 'small' 
nonlinear damping moment, such as the one described above, i. e. when the 
model motion is close to the oscillatory stability boundary. To this end 
we develop an expression for 'a nonlinear logarithmic. decrement. 
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5.3 A Logarithmic Decrement for Nonlinear. Oscillations 

The logarithmic decrement of the free response of a 
dynamical system is a familiar concept in linear mechanics and within 
the framework of the linear theory, assuming that the different modes of 
motion can be isolated, provides an estimate of the direct damping 
coefficients of the system modes. When the dynamic model of a system is 
a nonlinear differential equation, the logarithmic decrement is still a 
meaningful quantity but we must expect that, in general, it will be a 
function of the oscillation amplitude. 

In this section a method is proposed whereby the da-nping 
coefficients, appropriate to an adopted dynamic model, can be estimated 
from measurements of the logarithmic decrement of the experimental 
oscillation records. This is achieved by matching these measurements to 
an approximate functional relationship between the logarithmic decrement 
and the oscillation amplitude envelope which is, in turn, derived from 
an approximate analytic solution of the describing equation. The method 
is restricted to cases in which the damping is small in the sense that 
the damping force in the equation of motion. is multiplied by a small 
parameter. The undamped system is assumed to exhibit a known, periodic 
oscillation and the differential equation generating this solution can 
and will in general be nonlinear. With a small amount of damping in the 
system it is clear that the logarithmic decrement will differ by a small 
amount. from zero and can therefore be approximately represented by the 
first term of an asymptotic expansion in terms of the small parameter. 
The approximation is constructed in the spirit of the perturbation 
technique developed for strongly nonlinear second order differential 
equations in Chapter 2. 

The type of equation to be considered has the form given by 
(5.13) although we revert to the notation of Chapter 2 and consider 
(2.37), i. e. 

-t- CCyI + 5-ý(9, y; £) _ C) (5.14) 

The inclusion of higher order derivatives of y in the function 

. 
(y y: c) does not modify the form of analysis which follows. 

A result we require from Chapter 2 is the periodicity relation or. 
bifurcation equation for the first order term in the asymptotic expansion 
of 9U; V) z in powers of £. This 
relation is given by (2.42), i. e. 

(5-15) 
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where 

v) .=h (xc) Wý a ;. Q) ýa (5.17) 

and 
cl 

�('r) is the amplitude function defining the envelope of the 
oscillations, 7is the period of the oscillation in and 

z' (7, V) is the zeroth order approximation to x Cý i 
satisfying the equations 

ýý z 
(5"19) 

Now (5.15) can be written in the alternative form given by (2.43), 

C c( /aas (5.2o) 

An expression for the derivative o4 %AA 
can be obtained using 

(5.19. Multiplying (5.19) by z Xo/ a2 ' we obtain, 

W cý U CýXý 2C (xcý t5.21) 
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Integrating (5.21) from a cycle point where O' z0 Ike 
to a general cycle point we. obtain, 

X` 

-z 2C F(rv) FC-io)). 
(5.22) ) 

where Fýxý 
_C Cxý dX 

so that, ------, -_ý 
Wu Xo _ ýl=Clýcý - F(7. ß) (5.23) 

Now the function can be written in the approximate form, 

i-7 Uk% 
ABC ý= Wý cý 

_ ýý ý7ý 
(5.24) 

where b r% ,y.. ki are two adjacent maximum (or minimum) points of 
the oscillation. Hence using (5.23) we can write, 

v6) 
tm 

JIi VC 
ý'ý 

- 
PC--t, ) Te, 

(5.25) 

Differentiating (5.25) with respect to 
AM 

we obtain, using (5.23) 

e A, ) 

Yh ' (5.26) 
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where 
A? is the interval (period) in between adjacent 

maximum points yn 
, L3n*, . Considering the two adjacent maximum 

(or minimum) points tin measured from an experimental record 
we can define the logarithmic decrement of the oscillation in the usual. 
way and expand this as an asymptotic sequence in powers of 
Thus, 

Leý-t % -. 0 c Yh 

where %- IIQ-! 
- 5- Cýj r, -r ü (ý Z 

yn 

(5.27) 

(5.28) 

An expression for the first order term fin, can be derived using 
(5.20) in conj ction with (5.26). We prefer. to work in terms of Ao 
rather than 

Uo 
and hence (5.20) can be written as, 

Cý) 
_-2 

Qo C týLý W 
(5.29) 

Now if we assume that the function varies linearly over the 
interval- & "2 ( &'V) , 

(5.29) takes the form 

1Zz2. LA 
CIA t 

$ý' b'i ecyrº. ) (5.30. ) 

iL 

:. LJ art, --t- y 
where (5.31) 
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From (5.28) we can also write 

,1 
r11 - 

ýJ Y. i '1 
`- ý2. V Mtn 

,. 
Vc2J 

1 1, Z, 

It4 csir. i -t- QCM Z (5.32b) 
ºt8ý 

Also, assuming a linear variation of 2 with over the interval 
between maximum points, (5.18) gives 

V- (5.33) 

between maximum points, (5.18) gives 

Combining (5.33) and (5.32a), (5.32b) with (5.30) the expression for 
the approximate logarithmic decrement can be written in the form, 

Cu 

(29 

(5.33) 

(5.34) 

The nature and utility of the above approximation for the logarithmic 
decrement are best illustrated with a few examples. 

Example 1- Referring to (5.14), consider the case of a linear 
stiffness and a damping function proportional to velocity and 
symmetrically nonlinear in displacement, so that, 

ec1J1 _ w,, 9 (5.35) 

11 (4,4;, Z). vc o-t- ý, UI, hý-Lj 0 (yi)) J (5.36) 
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The zeroth order solution of (5.19) then takes the form, 

zc C-e) (5.37) 

with Uxc = 'rlý 5un (5.38) 

The function ý (ýM) can therefore be written as (cf. 5.17), 

2 

1- 2(1 2 + Qv tQL 

2z4L1 '- Iý,, -f- 
ý"+ y,., ý- Df cýý. 1l 

(5.39) 

The function 6P, can finally be written as, (note Ws =V 

- ii hL 
ýh -1' 

ý4 
J% (5.40) 

2w 

The damping parameters 
'no 

.ýt 
In 

4, etc. can thus be estimated from 
a set of displacement oscillation records. Plotting the measured values 
of e,, 5,, º ? 

n. º against y ti�, 
2 and performing a least squares 

fit. will yield º. c , 
IN It should be noted that the actual 

amplitude dependence of the damping function need not be specified before 
hand; the least squares solution can be used to determine the most 
appropriate form of this dependence for any given range of amplitude, 

In connection with the use of trigonometric functions for 
parameter estimation in nonlinear oscillation problems it is appropriate 
to mention the work of Tobak (REP. 5.3) who tackles the problem of 
deducing the actual form of nonlinear elements from a set of experimental 
records. Tobak considers the equation, 
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", 2 

(5.41) 

where Cy) is even and is odd. 

With the aim of deducing the forms of -f( y) and AN) Tobak proceeds 
as follows. The solution lý CL) and its first derivative are assigned 
the forms, 

t co r AC1,1 Sin *CE1 
I'm m wo t -i. ý cv) 

+ý iý) _ Wo htcl) eas q, cýý. (5.42) 

Using (5.42) and (5.41), a pair of first order differential equations 
can be derived for ]\( 1 and + CV) 

cý(k2) -_z 
ý2 C- ZA k (&£tv% 10 cosy äL WC 

(5.43) 

2. 
)sin ' (5.44) 

Integrating over a period in 4r 9 (5.43) and (5.44) reduce to, 

QZf 

Cos2tý- (5.45) 

00 

21r Z� 

AýýG CLP 11 
ýWlny-) 

I", A 
5.46) 

aa 
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" 2. 
The similarity of (5.45) with (5.15) should be noted; in (5.15) Ao 

was assumed constant over a. period in 

Now it is assumed that the functions F (A2) 
and (A 

can-be obtained from the experimental records and hence (5.45), (5.46) 
are of* the form of a pair of integral equations for the functions 

. 
(i st, -t-) and f' 

. 
CA -sin -) . With the change of variables 

Az =8 Sinz = these equations can be written in. the 
form, 

e 
_'I ` yell 

IT (5.47) 

0 

(5.48) 

Inversion of these Abel integral equations leads to, (REF. 5.3), 

8 

y eVa. 4(BYL). l= -A `'(t)(f3- 0 a. t 5.49 cl8 
) 

8 

d ý%( 
.) 

(0 
- 

ý) 
_ 

(5.50) d8 
a 

The main attribute of Tobak's-analysis-is the exact nature of (5.49) and 
(5.50) although in a particular application the construction of the 
functions F'CAt) 

)k 
ChL) could involve lengthy data analysis., 

Returning to the main theme of this section we now consider the 
example given inChapter 2 where the zeroth order solution can be written 
in terms of Jacobian elliptic functions. 
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carple 2- The approximation for the logarithmic decrement* is well 
illustrated with an application to, the equation, 

y -+- £lýo ýt- ý ý. ý zý j+ Cº ý "ý- c: ý y. =o (5.51) 

As sho'. m in. Chapter 2, the zeroth order approximation to (5.51). satisfies 
the equation, 

Na cý 1-0 .. Cý ýCa -ý- C-3 7a 
3-O5.52) 

cý2ý 

and can therefore be written in terms of Jacobian elliptic. functions, 
with period Li- kQ 

-J) in Ip where k CJ-J) is the complete 
elliptic integral of the first kind. The integration' constants and of 
course the modulus f-a will be functions of'the slow time 2" . Now the oscillatory solutions of (5.52) (or (5.51) when =v) can 
be classed as four different types depending on the values of c, a_nd 
C3 and the initial trajectory. These are shown for the case o 
as phase plane portraits in Fig;. 5.2. Since 

. 
the function 1t (N ) is 

usually tabulated for 0 JA 1I we choose to use-,. for each type 
of oscillation, that particular form of elliptic function giving N 
in the stated range (REF. 5.4. Appendix 1). In all cases we make use of 
the quantity 'ýj defined as, 

C3 1 =) e3 ,"2 (5.53) 
2., C, c, . 

For the present example an integral from zero to 4-tic(t)) 
can be 

replaced by twice the integral from zero to" 2 CIsC4) for symmetric 
oscillations. For theasymmetric oscillation to be studied (case (iv)) 
the period is actually 2. fdp) . Replacing Lj- I (/. ) by zk [1) 
throughout the following analysis affects only the symmetric oscillations 
in that In and yn-tj now denote adjacent maximum and minimum 
points of the oscillation. 

Case i) C. >o C3 OY70 The appropriate solution of 
5.52 is the elliptic cosine function (RE'. 5.5. ex. 213.00), 

A. C2') C (- ýI c Cziý (5.54) 
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The functions 
Aolk? 

ýo 
expressions, 

z2 
ýÜC = CI -4- C3 AV 

and are related by the 

2Z ýz Ao 
e, +c3AZ 

The derivative of xc C? 
'Zw, r. to is given by, 

Hence we can write, -from (5.16) and (5.17), (REF. 5.5" p. 212) 

i 
bcAl = 

ý'ý'G 
, 
CzNý2-. 1 E(N0) ß-c1- Nd1) rcýýý 

(5.55) 

(5.56) 

(5.57) 

and 

21, wa ý 
,Cý_ 

ýo ý( 
cc -- z CI-rc2)(ýtö 

-2) 
k(i4c)+Z(Pt 4 I. i Jc 2)E(N1) 5.58) 

where F-Cpc) is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind with 
modulus t, . 

Let 
bG 

- Cý I"y; - i) ýNvý . t- ýl-No2ý cve) (5.59a) 

ý. 
o. = 1-NoZ)( 1 i) (Nz .. I- PC') F(Nýý) (5.59b) 
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Then from (5.34), after some reduction, we obtain, 

Y1ýj 

1hz where 
Ct 

--- 
t4\ C3 

(5.60) 

The asymptotic approximation for the logarithmic decrement can therefore 
be written in the form, - 

y Tr mAq 

` rscýý (y) +OC) 
(5.61) 

U) \/,. 
The function '4 C') is plotted against l Yl in Fig. 5.3 
for several values of the parameter X. The occurrence of a zero 
logarithmic decrement implies the existence of a periodic approximate 
solution and this must be interpreted here as a limit cycle oscillation. 

Case (ii) CI '?, O C3 S- O -1 <i= C), Note that outside 
this interval in -Y the effective stiffness C, -r C2 y2 "becomes 

negative and the solution loses its oscillatory character. The 
appropriate solution of (5.52) for this case is the elliptic sine 
function (REF. 5.5. ex. 219.00). 

t) = 
L(ýý 

Where 
C7 ý' o=C, 4z elk Flo =Z 

C°, +2c2%ýy2 

ýýt1tYý cýýi1 ý. OtL) 

(5.62) 

(5.63) 
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The derivative of %e(7 1 C) w. r. t. 2 is given by, 

'bn Cn (7 
ýj 0) 

Hence the corresponding functions become 
(REP. 5.5. p. 212), 

(5.64) 

2- 

4kýý1c1 too (5.65) 

jc 

ý( N) ýZ. k0ý(k. 
G) +1g ýI. 

V 
uul 1 WC 

4< t'0 )a=0 (5.66) 

Passing directly to the approximate expression for the. logarithmic 
decrement, we obtain, after some reduction, 

Yz2 

, ýýýý I Op f c, ; 

-b- 

ä (it Y/z. ) 

3y(itY)ii 

(f+. ) 

-- -4- ö () (5.67) 

4() 

The function lilý (Y) is plotted in Fig. 5.4. Note. again that 
limit cycles are possible for this case. 

Case iii) e1 .pC3>O ,(<- z- The phase plane 
portrait for this system when =0 is shown in the lower diagram of 
Fig. 5.2. Three equilibrium points exist at y=0ý tt ( 

-Cý/ )`1L 

and the separatrix cuts. the y axis at the points y=ý, _ý-zc,, C? j 

/%2 
(It- Y/L) 

ulk 
-i-Offle 

5 
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The solution of (5.52) for this case can again be expressed as, 

ýc ýý 
ý ýý = 

Äo ft) C 
pý (5.68) 

with 12 
2 

A. 
Weite Cl -ý- C3 No Jo (5.69) C I+ c? AD 

The functions h (A-v) and C/1o) take a similar form to (5.57), 
(5.58) and the logarithmic decrement takes the slightly different form, 

ýý, ý 3' TSc IT 

(m) 

= .- q-ý ( -t- a() 
(5.70) 

(w) U (<%ti) 
where o and (`) 

The function l ('ý) is shown plotted in Fig. 5.5. 

Case (iv) C1 <dC0-, Z Y0 In this case the' 
solution represents an oscillation growing or decaying about the focus 
equilibrium point at y_+ (_ Ct /L3 ) ", and as such will be 

asymmetric in character. This asymmetry is reflected in the different 
forms of solution required for maximum and minimum peaks and troughs. 

a) for maximum peaks 2- '-1. The required 
-solution of (5.52 takes the form, (REP. 5.5. ex. 218.00) 

Z. (?, Z') = (_') 21 
n (7,1ac{r (5.71) 
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with wi .z ýý l+C 
2 z 

flo 

i 

ze e 
(5.72) 

The derivative 
ýZz % ý2 is given by, 

z,. = -- V, 
' 

sn (7, µJ Cn (7 
) N, ) (5.73 

Hence the functions and c (jýO) take the form (REF. 5.5, 
p. 212). 1" 

Ai ýLo-c 
A )= lio We Z- Vol E( o) - 2. I c)k(No) =o 

(ßv) 
(5.74) 

(i v) ýý= ýu 
1 ýfýý "+ 

ý`ý° 
o (5.75) 

where qo_ Tt (1) 

The lo&-axithmic decrement therefore takes the form, 

Iva 

(iv) 

(5.76) 
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b) for minimum troughs -1<Yt? , the appropriate 
solution takes the form (REF. 5.5. ex 217.00) 

zýýý, ý) =1 cý NLk cý (5.77) 

Z3^2. 
with C. Cý C.? Hoe ý! a = 

Cr -f- C Ita (5.78" 

et +L c3 
Q2 

and _Zc. t, }o S'U(( 
jýýý Cý. i (ý 

r pc) (5.79) 

Hence, (REF. 5.5 pp. 213,214) 

CtZ 

NS 
ý2 Wý 

acý1 
(5.80) 

3C1- "ýzý 

týý _oC Azý * 
ýý 4 týý q lv) 

(5.81) 
CINoý 

tv) cal ýyl S ýýyý 
where 

The logarithmic decrement is then given by, 

2ec ScI-}_(Zýc ý(A ýýýý 

-- C Yý -ý- GC ý) (5.82) 
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(w) cvl 
The functions Vro (ý j and are shown plotted 
in Fig. 5.6. 

tl ý lv) 
Note that c -*r r as Also, from 
(5.72) and. (5.69), vyz2 as and since 

EC k) :1 and k, - i) ti0 it is fairly straightforward to 
show that 'j c3 

1aý, ` 1) as Y- , ý, 

Together, Figs. 5.3 - 5.6, form a complete picture of the 
approximate-logarithmic decrement for oscillatory solutions of (5.51). 
Rasmussen (REF. 5.6) has obtained a similar set cf curves for the 
logarithmic decrement using his own technique to generate a uniformly 
valid asymptotic approximation. Where comparison is possible (for 

symmetric oscillations only) the agreement between the present method and 
that of Rasmussen is excellent. Details of Rasmussen's method for 
determining. a multiple scales approximation car, be found in(: iEF. 5.7. and 
5.8. ) 

The function ;, (N) can be used, in conjunction with a 
least squares approach, to estimate the damping parameters, 'ho and 1Z 

, 
of an adopted dynamic model. A set of e measurements of the 
quantities ¬cýe I Pa. j and Vt. from a series of oscillation 
records would yield a set of approximate relations of the general form, 

U# j (y) h, -f U2 j (1(, ) ho (5.83) 

e 

or hj where ýf al, 
a 

MN N' 

Hence the least squares solution for is given by, 

T UT L1) U ti (5.84) 

We now apply the estimation technique described above to four distinct 
oscillations, selected to cover the range of possible oscillations 
described in cases (i) - (iv). The particular examples studied are 
somewhat artificial in that the measurements of 19k- and !i are 
taken from a set of numerically integrated solutions of (5.51). In this 
sense the results serve only as a demonstration of the technique and have 
no physical meaning in themselves. 

Typical phase plane portraits of the four oscillations studied 
are shown in Fig. 5.7 and in Table 5.1 are listed the parameter values 
for these cases. In all but case (iv) the trajectories spiral outwards 
to a stable limit cycle ( ilo negative) and are in fact symmetric 
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oscillations. Although is also negative for trajectory (iv), at 
the equilibrium point y_ -1 , the effective damning (\ 

t 1, r tr I-) 
is positive and hence the trajectory will spiral into this equilibrium 
point. A trajectory, of which (iv). is typical, will include all values 
of 'ý 4O 

Corresponding measurements and least squares approximations 
are shown in Fig. 5.8 and in the associated table 5.2 are listed the 
least squares estimates of the damping parameters ho and. hi 
The results are clearly encouraging. In the case of the asymmetric 
oscillation (iv) it was found that every equation of the form (5.83) 
for 2< `( /G 0 (i. e. when 7D n ('7 

1 N) and RCA (1 
1 N) 

were the approximate solutions) was, to the accuracy of measurement, 
practically the same. Hence, using a large number of such results led 
to numerical problems in the form of ill-conditioning. However, the 
measurements of this oscillation for . --2. were not susceptible to 
this-problem and hence an estimate for 1h o and hz. could 
still be made. 

Although in the foregoing analysis the coefficients Ci and 
C3 were assumed to be known, these can also be determined from the 

oscillation records. The required relation is (5.18), i. e. 

AU 
Hence, assuming a linear variation of with 

I 
over one period, 

we have, 
_ 

ýC 
4. io-4- ýtJi 8 (5.5) 

For the case CC y1= CI y -ý c3 y3, the frequency 
correction . 

£j is given by (2.28) and hence (5.85) can be written as, 

ý-eg33 
14, 

(5-86) 

where corresponds to the peak (trough) y hýý and h. 
corresponds to t. Measurements of (r j ') 'plotted against 

will thus yield the coefficients f'j and C3 . For the 
strongly nonlinear oscillation ( C3 the half period 
in is 2 k{j, 

ý) and the relation corresponding to. (5.86) now takes 
the form, 
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24 

(l _ aZ 2 

2lz 
ýýL. (5-87) 

et+ cz uýW, L 

Having estimated Q, , the value of 11c for a given 
can be obtained from the first relation in (5.87) and hence C -), 

a 

follows from the second expression. The estimated values of the 
stiffness coefficients from the oscillation records can be compared with 
estimates obtained from static tests. 

The use of the logarithmic decrement concept for nonlinear 
oscillations does seem to have considerable potential and the idea of 
cataloguing this function of amplitude for different damping and stiff- 
ness functions suggests itself as a useful exercise. It is worth 
re--emphasising , however, that the form of the damping function should be 
supported by physical evidence since two quite different damping 
functions can lead to the same form of logarithmic decrement variation 
with amplitude. To illustrate this point we need only look at a single. 
example with linear stiffness. Let us compare the result for the two 
damping moments, 

Y 

a) 9 (5.88a). 

b) (5.88b) 

For these two cases the function (cf. 5.34) is given by, 

a) (5.69a) 

b) (5.89b) 

Ali a ýr 

Hence if the damping moment actually behaved as (5.88b)ß but was 
assumed to be of the form (5. S8a: ), estimates for S. and In2. could 
still be realized leading to erroneous conclusions with regard to the 
physical model. 
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An example-that could be susceptible to the above incorrect 
physical modelling is afforded by the work'in(REF. 5.9 1 Here a model 
gothic wing was tested on an oscillation rig similar to the one 
described in Section 5.2 with 8o and 'kc =o. The rolling 
oscillations were observed to grow into a limit cycle motion at high 
incidence and measurements of the logarithmic "decrement 

(assuming a 
linear model) indicated that the derivative Lp became positive at a 
high incidence. The limit cycle behaviour could be explained by 
assuming that the damping varies with roll angle on account of the 
kinematic relation between roll angle and incidence. The mathematical 
representation of the damping moment would then take the form (5.88a) 

with y interpreted as the roll angle. However, for such motions, 
it might be expected that the derivative 1-p will also depend on the 
roll rate ý and a model such as (5.88b) could equally well explain 
the limit cycle behaviour. In actuality, a damping moment depending 
nonlinearly on both roll angle and rate would probably be more 
appropriate and, as pointed out earlier, measurements of the damping 
moment itself would be necessary to clear this issue. 

The same gothic wing model-of W. '5-9 )was tested earlier on 
a forced oscillation rig (REF. 5.10) to determine the effect of frequency 
parameter on the aerodynamic roll damping and stiffness. Some results 
of these tests, taken from(REF. 5.10)are shown in Fig. 5.9. and clearly 
there is a substantial variation in both the stiffness moment (in phase 
with angular displacement) and damping moment (in phase with angular 
velocity) with frequency parameter. Such a frequency dependence is at 
variance with the representation of the aerodynamic moment as an 
instantaneous function of the wing motion and brings us naturally to the 
issue of memory effects in this context. 

5.4 Memory effects in the representation of aerodynamic 
forces and moments. 

The results displayed in Fig. 5.9. indicate that, even when the 
assumption of linearity is invoked, a more. substantial formulation for 
the aerodynamic rolling moment is required when the motion is other than 
simple harmonic. For the latter case of a mono frequency oscillation a. 
moment representation as two terms, one proportional to displacement, 
the other proportional to velocity, would, of course, be exact. For more 
general motions the linear moment response function can be reconstituted 
from oscillatory measurements provided the frequency range of the test 
is high enough to allow. sensible assumptions to be made with regard to 
the asymptotic values. 

Let Ce (E-) be an aerodynamic moment and V(&) a motion 
variable. For a linear stationary system the moment response to a 
general variation in V U-) can be expressed in terms of the moment 
impulse response function b C&) i. e. 

Ce h(L--U)v(-v)üv (5.90) 
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If the motion is simple harmonic so that, 

VCV) = plcca yE (5.91) 

then the moment response is also harmonic and can be written as, 

(5.92) 
vc 

where 
u. 

e(-, )) I 
14c, (y) are the in phase and a_uadrature components 

and are also given by the Fourier. transform of \(t 
, i. e. 

(5.93) 

0 

From (5.92) and (5.93) we can therefore write, 

9D 

w iU E ýatyý = ýlEý Sºn1iýýiý, 
(5-94) 

vo ýo 
o` 

The above relations can then be inverted to yield an equivalence class 
of impulse functions, 

T 
Mý 

L11 t 
ýý) 

, 
Volt 

r-to 

(5.95) 

where is the unit step function which guarantees that ý(ýj= 0 
for <o. The particular member of the equivalence class 
can be established for a particular problem by fixing, for example, the 
zero. value of III! (v) 

. Thus if "-e(-%)) *and 1r' (y) are 
measured, as in Fig. 5.9, the corresponding impulse response function 
can be obtained from the quadratures in (5.95). Having determined h(1 

9 
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we can compute the moment response to an'arbitrary variation of V(V) 
from the convolution form (5.90), The time history or memory effects 
for this' type of problem are embodied in the function tt W. From 
(5.90) it can be seen that if hW is made up of a contribution 
from the delta function and its first derivative then the moment will 
reduce to the form, 

A- N -T) (5-96) 

In general such a simple representation will not be adequate but it is 
often desirable tu find the simplest possible representation for a wide 
range of motions. Now the extent of the function }1Ct-) is a measure 
of the time it takes for the flow conditions to adjust themselves to the 
appropriate 'steady' values commensurate with the particular motion 
variable. For example, the rolling moment on a wing depends on a 
varying sideslip velocity in such a way that it does not reach the values 
predicted by steady state tests until some short time has elapsed. This 
phase lag should not be confused with the one produced by, for example, 
the addition of a roll rate motion. If this characteristic time is small 
compared with the characteristic time of the motion itself then a first 
approximation is obtained by assuming that only the very recent past 
effects the present. This approximation can be expressed quantitatively 
by expanding the function V (L - e) in a Taylor series about the 
present time t 

(5.97) 

Substituting (5.97) into (5,90) we obtain, 
t 

cb 

ýe Cýý = ýºt ýl vtz1 c=v (t -, r) Ar 
0 0 

ob . oo 4 

.- 
Jýýý ýt'ýlýýY 

- 
ýl lýý ýltýl 

ci. "4- 
V (L) `ý2 her) ct i-.. , 

oce 
(5.98) 
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If the function 
ý (r) is of 'short'-duration compared with 

characteristic motion times. then the higher moments of this function 
will be small numbers and the resultant aerodynamic moment can be 
approximated by a finite linear combination of the motion variable and 
its derivatives evaluated at time t. When VW takes the form 
(5.91), the approximate form (5.98) reads, 

ee(o 
=I Cpl eos vý 

vs ýý 

z co z 

0 
ýi 

o (5.99) 

The above result can also be obtained by expanding the functions 
and k (-O as a Taylor series about ti =0. From (5.94) we can 
therefore write, (note that u{(a) is even and go(Y) is odd) 

u� cod =ý Crl av ,d ge(0) , -. %1ý(V)cý -v ar- 
o apt Q 

(5.100) 

Hence the coefficients in the 'memory'-expansion (5.98) can also be 
obtained from the frequency response characteristics at zero frequency as 
given by (5.100). The approximation corresponding to the ordinary 
stability derivatives can be readily obtained from (5.98) and (5.100). 
Thus if Ce *(&) is the rolling moment and VC E-) - the sideslip 
velocity we would write, 

L'{CEI = L-v vtHI 
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where the derivative I 
-V given by the zero frequency value of 

VA, e (-ý) and 1..., by the slope of the quadrature component 1ac(v) 
at 1º= 0. Such a coarse representation has formed the basis of. 
many years successful stability and control work where aircraft motions 
are slow compared with characteristic flow adjustment times. 

Perhaps the first efforts to include the more complicated 

. unsteady flow effects in the formulation were addressed to the problem 
of extending two and three dimensional unsteady, i_nviscid flow, wing 
theories to the calculation of damping and stiffness coefficients for 
dynamic stability applications. As early as 1949 Miles (REF. 5.11) 
noted that, 'unsteady flow effects, particularly the complex sidewash 
correction, may be expected to exercise a pronounced effect on the 
lateral damping characteristics of a vertical fin, as implied by the 
tendency of many high speed, jet aircraft (with fins designed on the 
basis of steady flow theory) to "snake". ' It is also pointed out in (REP. 5.11) that the quadrature components (in phase with velocity) of 
aerodynamic moments can behave in ways other than the simple analytic 
form of (5: 99) as UO (e. g. y PrJ. 

e v) and that aspect 
ratio and Mach number effects in general modify this behaviour. In 

5.12) Goland derives 'least squares' equivalent, low frequency, 
power series variations for two dimensional unsteady forces and moments 
on a pitching aerofoil. Brune (REF'. 5.13) defines a range of valid 
application, in terms of aspect ratio and Mach number, of the first order 
in frequency approximation from lifting surface theory for both subsonic 
and supersonic flight conditions. Rodden and Giesing (REF. 5.14) apply 
the doublet lattice lifting surface method to the calculation of higher 
order lift and pitching moment derivatives for a typical jet transport 
wing but they conclude that "perhaps the only mathematically rigorous 
approach to the inclusion of three dimensional oscillatory aerodynamic 
theory is to adapt Fourier Transform techniques to meet the requirements 
of Stability and Control Analyses since oscillatory aerodynamic solutions 
are to be regarded as Fourier Transforms of transient aerodynamic 
solutions. " 

One of the few systematic and rigorous approximations to the 
response of systems including memory effects is developed by Milne 
(REF. 5.15) who uses a method of analytic continuation to derive large 
time asymptotic solutions from a knowledge of the system's frequency 
response characteristics. The technique is applicable to'both stable and 
unstable systems. For stable systems, Milne points out that 
approximations to the function k CL) 

, based on numerical evaluation 
of the integrals in (5.95), are probably more accurate for intermediate 
ranges of time since numerical problems effect large time response and- 
unreliable high frequency aerodynamic-data deteriorate the small time 
response. Such an approximation, using inverse Fourier transform 
techniques, forms the basis for the work of (REF. 5.16) where the lateral 
response of a delta aircraft is computed using frequency dependent aero- 
dynamic 'derivatives'. A comparison of the transient response at a trimmed incidence of 20° computed with. frequency dependent 'derivatives' 
and constant derivatives (both zero frequency and dutch roll frequency) 
reveals large differences and the authors conclude 'that the frequency 
effects of the stability derivatives can cause considerable changes in 
predicted airplane motions. 
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An additional effect revealed by the data in (REF. 5.16) is a 
significant variation in the aerodynamic ! derivatives' with the amplitude 
of oscillation (the data was obtained from a forced oscillation test). 
For example, the quadrature component in a rolling test, designated Cep 
is practically doubled when the oscillation amplitude is increased from 
50 to 100 at a reduced lateral frequency of 0.08. Without giving any 
clue to the actual cause, this type of result is an indication that non- 
linear effects are present. An amplitude effect can also be observed in 
the quadrature component in Fig. 5.9. The methods of linear analysis 
described above are not applicable. to such cases and clearly there is a 
requirement for a more general formulation. of the aerodynamic forces and 
moments when both memory and nonlinear effects are present. 

This requirement has been fulfilled, to a certain extent, by 
the formulation due to Tobak, a full account of which can be found in 
(REF. 5.17). The basic postulate of Tobak is that the aerodynamic forces 

and moments are functionals of the motion variables. Restricting the 
analysis to one moment C e(E) and one motion variable VC0, the 
functional representation takes the form, 

Ce f0 Ce Iv. ( I1 C--6; Eli (5.102) 

i. e. the value of Ce at time 1 depends on the complete history of.. 
V CO or on the function WC ý) 

. 

The form (5.102) reduces to (5.90) if the assumptions of linearity and 
stationarity are invoked. With. the emphasis on obtaining a practical 
form. of (5.102) Tobak systematically reduces the generality of the 
functional by making a series of simplifying assumptions. Thus indicial 
moments are introduced to give an integral representation that. is further 
simplified by assuming that a first order in frequency approximation is 
valid for the relatively low frequency oscillations characteristic of 
aircraft motions. With the additional assumption of a nearly rectilinear 
flight path, Tobak's final form for non plänar motions in his body axes 
system can be written (REIF. 5.17 9 p. 56 ), 

A 

elk 

ý" a tea 
y" ch VR Y 

A 

A, ß- 
r8 

^, }; ý'a) 
-'ýCý (dý pa) (5.103) 
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where. is the flight speed (assumed constant ,ea representative 
length; ä( F; are incidence and sideslip angles defined as, 

Yý: ýVa 

Ljl? 

ý'Yw Va (5.104 ) 

where C 1J,; 
, v/a ý, ia) are the velocity components along the body axes 

system and C$ýp, ý r-ý ) are the angular velocities of the body axes 
system. The first term in (5,103) is the coefficient that would be 
measured in a steady coning motion at fixed and the 
second coefficient is directly related to the damping in, pitch that would 
be measured from small oscillations in äL about /3 and coning 
rate constant. Similarly, the third coefficient is related to the 
damping in yaw obtained from small oscillations in f3' about 
and coning rate constant. The three required motions are illustrated in 
Fig. 5.10 (from REF. 5.17). Tobak argues that the form of (5.103) might 
be adequate for representing the aerodynamic characteristics of slender 
aircraft manoeuvring at high angle of attack e. g. in the stall and post 
stall conditions, when the spin radius is small and constant. The three 
contributions to the right side of (5.103) can be measured, in a wind 
tunnel, with the same coning appaxatus and Tobak points out that the 
second two contributions need not be measured in the presence of coning 
rate (equivalent 1i, ) if no nonlinear dependence on fie is 
evident. 

An important aspect of the Tobak formulation is its ability to 
cater for complex flight manoeuvres and in the way it suggests the wind 
tunnel testing required. The idea of trying to approximately reproduce 
free flight. behaviour on a constrained wind tunnel model seems to offer 
a satisfying solution'to this difficult problem. Of course, a different 
aerodynamic force and moment representation will then be required for 
each distinct motion but at least the results will be meaningful and 
capable to extrapolation to free flight motions, unlike much of the data 
obtained on simple forced and free oscillation tests. 

The coefficients in a representation such as (5.103) can be 
estimated from free response measurements either by the standard 
numerical techniques (lUiF. 5.1) or by approximate analytical techniques 
such as-the method. described in this chapter. The memory effects in the 
representation given by (5.103) are. embodied in the dependence on the 
rates 

ý1ý 
and P4 and for aircraft motions slow. compared with 

the memory time, as Tobak asserts, this is probably a sensible 
approximation. In a new test situation it will, however, be advisable to 
measure (indirectly or directly) the actual aerodynamic forces and 
moments during the unsteady motion in order to estimate the extent of the 
memory effects. E en when the forces and moments are measured indirectly 
(e. g. accelerometers) the addition knowledge. gained from a study of 
selective pressure measurements will add considerable weight to a 
proposed presentation. It is sometimes argued that an understanding of 
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the fine inner structure of the aerodynamics is not essential if the 
behaviour corresponding to a class of inputs is known. This viewpoint 
is not at all in accordance with the philosphy of the aerodynamicist to 
whom an understanding of the physical mechanisms involved is of paramount 
importance. 

It has been pointed out by Milne (REP. 5.18 
. 

that the search 
for aerodynamic force end moment representations is analogous to the 
deduction of constitutive relations in continuum mechanics. Considerable 
effort has been expended on this problem over the last fifteen years 
e. g. Pipkin (REF. 5.19) discusses the different integral formulations 
required for small, short and slow motions of materials with fading 
memory. Pipkin concludes, 

"Constitutive equations of simple useful forms should not be 
expected to provide accurate descriptions of the. behaviour of 
fluids over the full range of flow conditions implied in the term 
viscoelastic. The physical properties of most direct importance 
in a given type of flow may have little or no bearing, on the 
behaviour of the material under other conditions. One fluid may 
be described under various circumstances by many different narrow 
range approximations. If a simple narrow range approximation is 
required in order to make solution of a problem feasible, then the 
particular approximation to be used should be determined in the 
course of solving the problem. There is no reason to believe that 
an approximation valid in one type of motion will also be valid in 
other types, and there is no-reason to require that every narrow 
range approximation should exhibit the self-consistency desired in 
the definition of an idealised material. " 

These conclusions are also germane to the present problem and 
add substance to the argument that, where complex aircraft motions are 
involved, suitable force and moment representations should be chosen to 
fit the problem (narrow range approximations) rather than trying to find 
general wide range representations that will either be too complicated 
to apply or too simple to be of . any use. 
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CHAPTER 6- GENERAL DISCUSSION 

The material in the preceeding three chapters is largely 
concerned with uncontrolled aircraft lateral motions and in particular 
with the dynamic behaviour of slender configurations at high incidence 
where the oscillatory mode is prone to instability.. To an extent these 
chapters are autonomous, enjoying their own introductions and 
discussion:; however, the analyses rely heavily on the preliminary 
mathematical material in Chapter 2. In this chapter some of the 
important results will be re-stated, the limitations emphasised and 
possible extensions to other problem areas discussed. 

One of the main shortcomings of the mathematical techniques as 
developed in Chapter 2 is the restriction to one critical mode. For 
the situation where two or more of the 'whole' aircraft modes are close 
to the critical condition it will probably be necessary to relax this 
restriction. There is no essential difficulty in extending the analysis 
to cater for this type of problem although the periodicity conditions 
will in general take the form of coupled nonlinear equations requiring 
a computer solution. 

In Chapter 3 approximations were determined for the lateral 
modes of aircraft motion, as predicted by linear theory, based on a 
consideration of the aircraft as a weakly coupled system. For slender 
configurations at high incidence the approximations were achieved by 
partitioning the complete system into sideways motion and. sideslip 
motion sub-systems with the oscillatory mode corresponding to the 
latter. The results for the three slender aircraft studied show, in. 
general, a good comparison with exact results. Although it is not 
possible to draw any strictly general conclusions from those results 
the indications are that the following tenative conclusions should hold 
good in other examples, with, of course, the additional proviso that. the 
conditions for weak coupling are satisfied. For configurations that are 
free from vortex breakdown effects in the incidence range of interest an 
instability of the oscillatory mode will be accompanied by, at some. 
nearby incidence, a vanishing of the approximate damping given by (3.13) 
(e. g. H. P. 115). A more accurate estimate of the critical incidence can 
then be found by determining where the second approximation to the 
damping, given by (3.17), passes through zero. If vortex breakdown does 
occur in the incidence range of interest then it is unlikely that the 
approximations will then be valid, as demonstrated by the results for 
the. B. A. C. 221. For such cases a different form of partitioning of the 
system matrix must be sought for a weakly coupled analysis to be valid. 

For both slender and conventional configurations the results 
indicate that the lateral oscillation takes place about some axis 
displaced and rotated with respect to the aircraft fuselage axis. It 
was pointed out in Chapter 3 that the location of this axis could serve 
as a useful parameter in the definition of suitable lateral handling 
qualities of aircraft. The analysis of Chapter 2 relates to a basically 
straight and level flight trim state but an extension to the case of 
descending or climbing flight or the steady banked turn would present 
no great difficulty. 
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.. Chapter 4 is concerned with the effect of a nonlinear yawing 
and rolling moment with sideslip velocity on the lateral oscillation 
of slender aircraft. Three different approximation schemes are 
applied to this problem and while they all reveal the same basic 
trends they each have particular attributes that are discussed in full 
at the end of Chapter 4. From the results for the H. P. 115 aircraft 
two important points can be made regarding f'i. i&ht behaviour in the 
vicinity of an oscillatory stability boundary. Referring to Fig. 4.2, 
the first point concerns flight above the critical incidence. We see 
that for a range of values of fv and ''(L the motion can be 
self limiting, reducing the instability to a mild form with possibly no 
serious consequences on the overall flight conditions. Secondly, with 
regard to flight at incidences lower than critical, we deduce that 
instability is possible for a range of 11v2, , 'Y1 , for large 
enough disturbances. These two situations cannot co-exist for the same 
configuration and the one that is realised for a particular case 
essentially depends upon the effect of the nonlinearities at the 
critical incidence. It is clearly necessary to base a perturbation 
scheme on an artificial critical. system over the incidence range of 
interest in order to determine the limit cycle motions on both sides of 
the critical incidence. 

For the example studied in Chapter 4 the effect of the longitu- 
dinal motion on the lateral oscillation was shown to be quite small. 
In a general motion analysis where, say, the aircraft is responding to 
disturbances in both the longitudinal and lateral sense, then there will 
probably be a more pronounced aerodynamic coupling effect. The whole 
question of response to control application and gusts has not been 
investigated in this thesis but the perturbation methods are also well 
suited to the response problem and such astudy would be a natural step 
from the free motion analysis of Chapter 4. 

The main result of Chapter 5 is the approximate analytic 
expression derived for the logarithmic decrement of a nonlinear 
oscillation. It was shown how this approximation. can be used to obtain 
estimates of damping parameters by obtaining a least squares fit of 
experimental measurements with the approximate logarithmic decrement. 
Particular examples were studied to illustrate the technique using 
ordinary trigonometric and Jacobian elliptic functions to model the basic 
oscillation. The method is restricted to oscillations with small da-npin; 
functions and is ideally suited to the analysis of wind tunnel model 
motions having marginal stability. Such situations often require large 
amplitude tests to be performed and clearly any nonlinearities present 
will have a significant effect on the results. 

The question of incorporating fading memory effects in the 
representation of aerodynamic forces and moments is also discussed in 
Chapter 5. For aircraft motions. where the memory time is short and the 
motion relatively slow compared with the-memory time then the formulation 
of Tobak seems to offer the most suitable framework for force and moment 
representations in oscillatory modes. In the simplest form the memory 
effects appear in the first order rate terms. It seems unlikely, however, 
that a single formulation will be adequate for a wide range of complex 
aircraft motions and the best efforts would probably be directed towards 
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constructing a set of narrow range approximate representations each 
pertaining to a particular class of aircraft motion. Such representa- 
tions should be soundly based on both physical and mathematical grounds. 
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APP TDIX A- THE LI, i aA,; ýIS ? UATIONS OP AIRCP. AFT LATE AL MOTI0: 1 

Within the framework of the linear theory the equations of 
motion referred to5eonetric body a:: es (axes fixed in the body, 
irrespective of flight condition), origin at the centre of gravity, 
are written üi the form, 

YRýý iA. 11 

6^ zý. Z 8ý toSyjý Pr(rc . 
(A, 2) 

at TXx V(- )ý dt ýký vý vc 

a (ý s JR2 vs$ (A-3) 

a'= Inh eý (A. 4) 

where V) ') I' are the sideslip velocity, roll rate and yaw 
rate referred to the body axes system respectively. is the 
Egaler 'roll angle' when the ruler angles (-)Sj 

(- 
) are the 

rotations required to take the aircraft into its disturbed state from a 
'horizontal' reference condition (as opposed to the trim state reference). 

Qc is the trim incidence for strai ; rit and level flight; j&/ r- 
and L )C the velocity components along the body x and X 
axes respectively. and rz are the moments of 
inertia about the y, . and Z axes and T'* 2- is the product of 
inertia about the 'k and z axes. %/R is the trim flight 
speed, (2 the air density, S the reference wing area, 5 
the semi span. The coefficients yr) E(' 

,nr etc. are normalised 
aerodynamic derivatives representing the linearised terms in the 
expansion of the aerodynamic force in terms of the aircraft motion. 
These derivatives are normalised as follows: 
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P, 2-o 
V /V,. ) rý s /Vo. 

4=ý (ý /nvý2s) ep _C L/ý, ýRZs) 
V/VR 

ýr 
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(rs/V ) 

similarly for Ov 
It 

Of and Or . 

We choose to normalize (A. 1) - (A. 4) according to the following scheme: 

let v =�R 

Wo = 

5 

ýR 

Pv4 lvR 

r: I- s 

VP, 

uc 

gscos90 
ý N2 rnýSS 

' dý 
i 

ms mss'' ms 

ex =ý tz / ýxx ýz = ýxZ /izz 
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The normalized equation therefore take the form, 

CIS -00 
--ý, c 

NZ C yv v --ý yý -L ýt r 

ýý ýý. 

iz 

Co& 

(A. 5) 

(A. 6) 

(A. 7) 

(A. 8) 

If the body X axes coincides with the flight direction in all 
flight conditions then it is referred to as the stability axes system. 
All the kinematic variables, aerodynamic. derivatives and inertias will 
then be referred to this new system and (A. 5) -- (A. 8) are modified since 
we have. 

ýc Wo =0 i10 
. 

(straight and level 

The concise derivatives appeasing in (3.1) for the above normalising 
scheme can be written, 

9, r PP; týc (A. 9) 
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Oý nr = 
"CýýxQC 

Q (A. 10). 
PiC22(j-le? 

e4) p&LZl. 0-e, e2) 

1_ Qr+ ez. flr (A. 11) 

ep. 
et- 

_ Nz. t -gx We, e. ) 1 . IL ixx (1-eýej 

Also G3 Q t- cog OQ ý2tý 

To convert (3.1) into the form given by (3.3) we proceed as follows, 
From (A. 8) we can write, 

-^ -' C' 
t 

ciac 

The rolling moment equation in (3.1) Gives, using, (A. 12) 

(A. 13) 

where the new concise derivatives are given by 
(3.5). 

The sideforce equation in (3.1) can be written, using (A. 13), (A. 12), 

Jt cl t . Qru a- äl1 
(A. 14) 
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Differentiating the sideforce equation in its original form and 
substituting for d`r/ d 't fromm the yawing moment equation gives, 

dIý- 
'o' 

A--; ) (L2 + 

ý nor 

-Cyr^vý*& )0 Vv ýfl 
ý4 2 

4fd Qý ýý a 

-- ý, CA ý=o 

We now use the relation defined in (3.2) to eliminate 
4 

w0 

(A. 15) 

i. e. 

(A. 16) 

Substituting (A. 16) into (A. 14) and (A. 15) we obtain the two second 
order equations in yc and V. 

ýýPýWLJGTý-4- 
\c1fY'r uý*ýQcý. 'rýJi `c'}ýlýf CYOr 

} YC 
"4' 

"s 

C r-11cß 

rk' c yý ýö ý(QPPrx Ocv)431ef-itý- 1IýRQV¬r ores ))1Wier vo 
tý1 c er 

, +' 

p ýWo yr- lle ev 

*A -i ti er - er- (y v 1- 9'- "x' ~' 
" IV t ýr'ý 

. 

(A. 17) 
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The equation can be finally brought to the form given by (4.3) by 
pre--nultiplyinj (A. 17) by the inverse of the coefficient matrix of 

Vn Y 

Concise derivatives in American Notation 

The examples used in Chapter 3 to illustrate the linearised 
approximaticn to the classical modes of motion are taken from American 
texts (; g. 3.16 and R. 3.17). In the notation of these texts, the 
concise derivatives in (3.1) can be written in the form, 

, 
Jrý 

2Nz2Ni 2}J s- 

'CY 
CC'ß. 

-r Pjc ený e r= 
ýf4e. cJf ) 

ý1 r Cer 
. +Cnre. 

txY Liz LiY 
'it Lx' 

'Ti; 

CU 
+ FZC ' ý)I = ?A+ ýz ýP I 

Cnr 
-t-, ejL (f 

r 
iýZ lxc lit C-Ay Lz. z ixx 

where 
ýPS (5) 

3 
Cz2 = 

TýZ/ 
S (5 

3 

and 2 

It can be seen that the only observable difference in the equation o 
motion will be the 2 multiplying; the derivatives in the sideforce 
equation. 
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TABLE 3.1 - H. P. 115 DATA (REIF. 3.7 

ILass M 

Moment of inertia IxX 
about X axis 

I-foment of . 
ineti tia =Xý 

about z axis 

Product of inertia ýxz 
about Y- Z axis 

Moment of inertia 

about y axis 

Wing semi span S 

Mean chord C 

Wini area 
S 

Relative density 

2154 kg 

21; 82 kg- m2 0.109 

25430 kg m iZ-& = 1.27 

1615 kg m2 txz = 0.0806 

23517 kg m2 

3.05 m 

12.2 m 

40.18 m2 

20.0 
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TABLE 3.2 -. H. P. 115 C. and % COE'FICI +TS FOR LATERAL 
E; ýUTION 0? ' LOTION. 

o p( 1 ý( 2 3 4 

12 -0.00036 -0.06782 -0.00129 0.0492 

14 -0.00036 --0.0682 -0.00099 0.0505 

16 -0.00034 -0.0686 -0.0007 0.0518 

18 -0.00032 -0.0685 --0.00041 0.0528 

20 -0.00029 -0.0693 "-0.00012. 0.05464 

22 -0.00026 -0.0697 0.00017 0.0563 

. 
24 -0.00022 -0.0702 0.00046 0.0582 

26 -0.00018 -0.0707 0.00069 0.0597 

ßc° P2 ß3 P4 
12 -0.00073 -0.02166 -0.01257 -0.0083 

14 -0.0009 -0.0269 -0.0165 -0.0064 

16 -0.00109 -0.03268 -0.0212 -0.00453 

18 -0.00128 -0.0384 -0.0265 -0.00313 

20 -0.0015 -0.0453 -0.0325 -0.00106 

22 -0.00175 -0.0521 -0.0391 0.00063 

24 -0.002 -0.0593 -0.0463 0.00238 

26 --0.0022 -0.065 -0.0521 0.00367 
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TABLE 3.3 - B. A. C. 221 'DATA 

Nornent of inertia 0.106 
about axis principal 

moments of 
Moment of inertia Lzz 

= 0.634 inertia 
about Z axis 

Wing semi-span 3.84 m 

Wing area S = 45.5 m 

Relative density ý. 1ý, = 83.27 
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TABLE 3.4 - 111C. 221 and 
P CCE r ICIE1iTS FOR LATERAL 

EQU TIO SOF I,: OTIOH. 

° 
oC 

a1 a2 Cý% 3 cý 4 

12 -0.00007 -0.0204 -0.00089 0.01205 

14 -0.00007 -0.01971 -0.00068 0.0115 

16 -0.00007 -0.0194 -0.00052 0.0111 

18 -0.00008 -0.0193 -0.00037 0.0106 

20 -0.00009 -0.0181 0.00044 0.00869 

22 -0.00011 -0.0157 0.00107 0.00448 

24 -0.00022 -0.0127 0.00432 -0.00768 

26 -0.00021 -0.00974 0.00382 -0.0442 

OC /31 ß2 l3 3 134 

12 -0.00009 0.00724 -0.0047 -0.0172 

14 -0.00011 0.00819 -0.00525 -0.0191 

16 -0.00012 0.00982 -0.00574 -0.022 

18 -0.00015 0.0109 -0.00586 -0.0251 

20 -0.0002 0.0108 -0.00483 -0.0284 

22 . -0.00028 0.00461 --0.00399 -0.0281. 

24 -0.00052 -0.00156 -0.00036 -0.0426 

26 -0.00056 -0.00544 -0.00182 -0.0442 
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TABLE 3.5 - FROTOTYP. El CONCORDE DF" (R. r. 3.1A) 

(approach configuration - nose droop 1710) 

I-foment of inertia 
' kX 0.0817 

about . axis 

Moment of inertia 
z2 = 0735 

about z axis 

Wing semi-span S = 12.8 m 

Relative density ý]l = 16.14 
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TABI 3.6 - and CO. 'FICI S FOR THE PROTOTYPE 
CO'SCORDE. 

c4 
o 1 Q(2 3 4 4 

12 -0.00251 -0.1182 -0.00754 0.07308 0.06303 

14 -0.00291 -0.1234 -0.00804 0.0744 0.0632 

16 -0.00326 -0.1271 -0.0079 0.07429 0.06197 

18 -0.00367 -0.1319 -0.00638 0.0738 0.0603 

20 -0.00398 -0.1354 -0.00397 0.0724 0.0577 

21 -0.00417 -0.1377 -0.0024 0.07165 0.0563 

p(0 2 ß3 94 4 

12 -0.00445 0.0489 -0.0297 -0.1178 --0.1337 

14 -0.00569 0.03541 -0.0369 -0.1173 -0.1364 
16 -0.007 0.0219 -0.0442 -0.1181 --0.1407 

18 --0.00831 0.00598 -0.0511 -0.1171 -0.1435 

20 -0.00944 -0.00676 -0.058 -0.1179 -0.1467 

21 -0.0103 --0.0157 -0.061 -0.1189 -0.1507 

The coefficients 0( 4' 
derivatives ýv 

and 

and (4 
include the effect of the 

nv 
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TABLE . -- N. A. XB. 70--1 flMA (RE 
. 3.16) 

ýº = 0.79 

V= 802.7 f t/s 

C ý. = 0.174 

ý3 2, = 33.51 
CXý 

_ 2.038 
ý2z 22.646 

ýX = -0.394 
=-0.0355 

(ý = 1.2 

V 1161.6 ft/s 

C. _ " 0.158 
Ni 63.28 

X. ý = 3.645 

(-: r = 41.687 
ex= --0.436 

e7- = -0.0381 

M_ 2.1 

V= 2032.8 ft/s 

CL 0.077 

NY. = 95.01 
Lxx 

= 5.271 

= 61.634 

Qx= -0.437 

ex= -0.0374 

Aerodynamic derivatives 

M= 0.79 1.2 2.1 

C{'ý 
-0.091 -0.057 0.011 

0.074 0.092 0.057 

Cee -0.175 -0.24 -0.1 

cnf 0.0 -0.13 -0.09 
cler -0.15 -0.47 0.0 

C4, 
r -0.1 -0.55 -0.38 

-0.315 -0.344 -0.309 
C' 

r 0.109 0.19 0.22 
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TABLE 3.8 -' CCMPARISON OF EU CT AND APPEOXflIATE 
EIG 2VALU: S FOR X3.70-1 

Roll 
Spiral Dutch Roll . Subsidence- 

M Mode Mode Node 

Exact -0.00296. 
s 

--0.00421 ± 0.0688 ý -0.0823 

0.79 
Approximate* -0.00283 -0.00344 ± 0.0678 L -0.086 

Exact -0.00298 -0.00208 + 0.0549 . -0.0696 
1.2 

Approximate -0.00285 -0.00374 ± 0.0571 -0.0645 

Exact 0.000363 -0.00497 ± 0.0289 L 
-0.017 

2.1 
Approximate 0.000381 "-0,00399 ± 0.02761- -0.0183 
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TABLE 3.9 - DATA FOR r NMI'S SUBSONIC JEW TRANSPORT 
_(RE . 3.17 

Weight = 100,000 eb. 

Moment of inertia ýaxes XP, zp principal 
about Xp axis 

3'66 of inertia 

Moment of inertia 
about Z, axis ýZ1j = 9'256 

Angle between axis 
and 7C. axis in E=- (0.019 + (C4 /4.88) 
stability axes system 

Relative density t. ýL = 38.807 

Wing semi-span S= 54 ft Wing area S= 1667 ft2 

Aerodynamic Derivatives (functions of ýý 

c 
TP = "0.168 Icy r=0 Cri, 

= 0.192 

Cep 
= -(0.022-x0.1 ci. ) L''r 

= -0.43 
(er 

= 0.0077+0.250. 

ýhý = 0.036+0.04('. CnP 
= 0.008-0.1CL Cnr 

= -(0.116+0.02 CL. 2) 

NOTE: 

Utz 

Lj 2. 

LYýt l DSZ£ } L-A S'tht 

ýzzý C-09 -4- j s{p S'tn 

Tin 
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TABLE 4 .1 -- DATA FOR H. P. 11 SIDESLIP LBiIT CYCL. S FROM 
BI=VELC TIOit T Z0_RY. 

° 20 22 23 24 25 26 

. 07033 . 06905 . Ö6844 '. 06784 . 06727 . 06671 

. 0668 . 06756 . 06801 . 06842 . 06876 . 0692 

. 0353 . 0422 . 0459 . 04977 . 05379 . 05797. 
boo . 03506 . 0421 . 0459 . 0498 . 05389 . 05815 
C, . 002325 . 002828 . 003104 . 003392 . 003691 . 00401 

'e1. . 002324 . 002828 . 003104 . 003393 . 003692 . 00401 
dix1os 

. 936 1.04 1,076 1.097 1.097 1.079 
cib x to s 

. 936 1.04 1.076 1.097 1.097 1.079 
µ --. 00176 -0.000745 -0.000216 . 000289 . 000744 9001245 

. 00009 . 00013 . 000155 . 000183 . 00024 . 00025 

ý; x 1e s "47 . 67 "79 . 929 1.06 1.23 
PL 

xio 
s . 41 -555- . 637 . 734 . 834 "955 
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TABLE 4.2 - 1101-ME E. AR ROUTHIA? 1 C0 'ICI 1TS FOR THE H. P. 115 

O. 
20 22 23 24 25 26 

mo x 105 -0.007 -0.105 -0.166 -0.238 -0.316 -0.41 

ml x 104 -0.221 -0.291 -0.333 -0.38 -0.43 -0.49 
112 x 105 -0.130 -0.205 -0.251 -0.302 -0.356 -0.425 
no x io5 0.496 0.680 0.793 0.926 1.06 1.23 

ni x 105 0.147 0.406 0.589 0.807 1.06 1.38 

ROx 106 0.3185 0.1938 0.0667 -0.1052 -0.3177 -0.6213 
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TABLE 5.1 - PARAMETER VALUES FOR OSCILLATORY SOLUTIONS 
OF 1 

Case i ii iii iv 

CI 1.0 1.0 -1.0 -1.0 

10.0 -2.0 10.0 2.0 

h0 --0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 

z 
2.0 6.0 2.0 

. 
2.0 

F 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

TABLE 5.2 - LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATES OF RU PING PARAMPEEit S ýo 
,z 

Case iii iv 

-0.513 --0.499 -0.504 --0.49 

ý1, 'ý 2.035 6.063 2.03 2.09 
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Fig. 5.1 Possible wind tunnel test 
aerodynamic 
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set up for measuring 
forces. 
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Fig 5.2 Phase plane portraits for the conservative equation 3 Y+ C1 y+ c3Y= 0 
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Fig 5.4 Approximate logarithmic decrement for case (ii) 
c, >0, c3<p , -1<7<p 
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Fig. 5.5 Approximate logarithmic decrement for case (iii) 
c, < O, c3>O, y<-2 
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PITCH OSCILLATIONS AND CONING YAW OSCILLATIONS AND CONING 

-Fig. 5.10 - Characteristic motions in the body axis system. 
Nonlinear dependence on coning rate. (after Tobak 

ref. 5.17) 


